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Student fees to rise 10% next fall
By Shannon Rasmussen
Daily staff writer
LONG BEACH
Student fees will rise
by 10 percent starting next fall as the California State University Board of Trustees
adopted its proposed 1986-87 budget yesterday.
The $1.4 billion support budget request
will be sent to the California Department of
Finance for review, to the Senate and assem-

bly, and to the governor, for final approval in
late June.
"There is a constant variance with what
we request and what we receive," said Louis
Messner, associate vice chancellor of budget
planning and administration.
"The increase in student fees is consistent with the new law. We must include the 10
percent increase in the budget," said CSU
Chancellor W. Ann Reynolds.

Gov. George Deukmejian signed Sentate
Bill 195 which established a long-term policy
for setting and adjusting student fees at the 19
CSU campuses and University of California
campuses.
The new law states that fees cannot be increased or decreased in any one year by
more than 10 percent of the previous year’s
fee level.
The adopted resolution will increase the

state university fee (uniform throughout the
CSU system) beginning next fall if the governor approves the budget.
The increase will raise fees from $333 to
$366 per year for part-time students and $573
to $630 per year for full-time students. The
state university fee does not include fees the
individual universities charge, such as instructional, health service, student body, and
associated students fees.

"We feel comfortable with the fee policy
because the increases will be moderate and
predictable," said Damone Hale, chairman
of the California State Student Association
"This will reduce state funding because
the students will be paying for a regulated
portion of the cost of education." said Dale
Harmer, CSU vice chancellor for business affairs.
continued on page 4

Stakeout
in garage
nets suspect

Freewheelin’ feelin’

By David Leland
Daily staff writer
A stakeout of the Seventh Street Garage by Liiit
sity Police resulted in one man being arrested for burglary. A second suspect escaped on foot after assaulting
an officer and jumping from the second floor of the garage.
According to police, the burglar arrested Wednesday
morning was using the same M.O. as burglaries which
have resulted in a loss of more than $11,000 in property in
the past two months.
The thefts have occurred in all three parking ga
rages.
The suspect, Shelton Tyrone Marcelo, 19, an unemployed laborer, is being held in Santa Clara County Jail.
Marcelo lives across the street from Seventh Street Garage at 248 E. San Salvador St.
He is charged with burglary, conspiracy and resisting
arrest. His bail is set at $15,500.
Officer Tom Pomeroy said he was called to the Seventh Street Garage on Wednesday about 1 a.m, when he
saw two men walking around the garage.
"Then they went across the street and got their tools
out of a white nylon bag," Pomeroy said.
The men walked around the first, second and third
floor, Pomeroy said. Then they returned to the second
floor.
"I heard them break in a window as I moved in on the
area," he said.
Pomeroy suprised one of the men as he peered over a
silver Mazda and came face to face with him.
"His head popped up and I surprised him," he said.
"He flung a pair of pliers at me and hit me in the lip and
chin." Pomeroy did not require medical attention.
The man then bolted from the car, slipped and fell
twice and jumped off the second floor. Pomeroy estimated the jump was between 15 and 20 feet.
The man evaded police as he ran south on Sixth
Street.
Ken P. Rutnard Daily staff photographer
Nelson V

num a. sophomore, wheels across campus with Hick Rickard, freshman, balanced precariously on the handlebars

At that point the other arresting officers, Grant Ledbetter and Dave McKenzie radioed San Jose Police Department for assistance.
continued on page S.

Homecoming street faire set for Wednesday Survey
By Michelle King
Daily staff writer
Ethnic food, entertainment and
helium balloons will be part of
Wednesday’s Street Faire ’85, one of
the main events of SJSU’s Homecoming Week.
Street Faire ’85 is sponsored by
the SJSU Associated Students Homecoming Committee, Panhellenic Association, and the Inter-Cultural
Steering Committee.
The faire will take place from 10
a.m. to 3 p.m. On-campus organizations and off-campus retailers will
have 20 booths and 25 tables set up on
Ninth Street, near the Student Union,

between Santa Clara and San Carlos
streets.
The purpose of Street Faire ’85 is
to "increase unity among all campus
organizations and to promote a positive relationship with the surrounding community," states a letter in the
event’s information packet written
by Tim Orozco, A.S. director of Community Affairs and Street Faire ’85
chairman.
A variety of ethnic delicacies will
be sold by the Inter Cultural Steering
Committee which is holding its annual International Food Bazaar in
conjunction with the faire. Other

groups will offer homemade chocolate chip cookies, a raffle contest,
and there will be a fundraising/information booth for the Prevention of
Child Abuse.
Entertainment for the faire will
be from 11:30 to 2:30 in the S.U. Amphitheatre. The Randy Masters Band
will perform at 11:30, the Filipino
Folk Dance Club at 12:30, and the
Royce Hall Band will perform an
"Hour of Jazz" at 1:30. The College
Players may perform at 10:30, but
that hasn’t been confirmed, Orozco
said.
Campus groups that will he par.

ticipating in the faire and distributing information about their organizations include the Executive Council of
Business Students, A.S. Earth Toys,
A.S. Leisure Services, the Chinese
Student Association, the General
Union for Palestine Students, KSJS.
and Kappa Delta, Alpha Phi, Delta
Zeta and Chi Omega sororities.
Thus far, Tico’s Tacos Custom
Catering is the only confirmed of 1campus retailer participating in the
event.
Information packets and applications for booths at the faire were distributed to fraternities and sornritie,,

campus clubs, organizations, and
residence halls, Orozco said.
Groups interested in participating in the faire, that did not receive
packets, can obtain applications
from the A.S. office on the second
floor of the S.U. The deadline for returning completed applications to the
A.S. office is by 5 p.m. tomorrow.
There’s a limit of 20 booths for
the faire, which require a $10 fee each
by on-campus organizations. A $15
fee will be charged to off-campus
groups. Questions concerning the
event can be answered by calling the
A S office at 277-1201

30-year-old building
to be knocked down

A.S. has less money
to allocate for clubs

By Darrin Edward Baker
Daily staff writer
The Old Engineering Building
will be demolished after next semester to make room for a new facility, according to Jay Pinson.
dean of engineering.

By Michelle King
Daily staff writer
Campus clubs will be getting
$8,000 less in special allocation funds
from Associated Students this year.
Last year’s budget was $20,000
and this year’s is $12,000. The drop is
related to two issues, according to
AS. Controller Gabriel Miramontes.
First, the 40 clubs in the A.S. budget used up more of their funds last
year, which provided less returned
monies in the general fund to be budgeted for special allocations this
year, Miramontes said.
Second, the unexpectedly high
cost -of-living increase of 826,558.20

Plans, however, have not yet
been made for relocation of laboratories and lecture classes that
will be affected by the demolition.
"The five labs that will be lost
are going to be moved to the other
building," Pinson said. "We don’t
know who will have to share with

whom yet."
The Civil Engineering Department will lose one lab. Chairman
Kuei-wu Tsai said his department
will have to share space with other
laboratories, but he has no idea
where his department’s lecture
classes will be during the remodeling.
"The university decides what
classes will be used for lectures,"
Tsai said. "It’s out of our hands."
"The university says there is a
112 percent lecture-room capacity,
meaning there are more lecture
continued on page 4

Dean .lay Pinson

for A.S. employees was not budgeted
by A.S. this year. In providing for the
cost -of-living increase, the general
fund, from which the special allocations money comes from, was decreased.
There’s always been a yearly
fluctuation of the special allocation
funds, Miramontes said, depending
on how the groups spent their budgeted money the previous year.
The year’s special allocations
budget was announced last week by
Miramontes after he reviewed an
continued on page 4

may
help cut
red tape
By David Beast
Daily staff writer
A survey distributed to California State University campuses
by the SJSU Associated Students
may help cut student government
red tape throughout the CSU system.
Members of the A.S. distributed the 13-page survey to student
government representatives of
CSU campuses during a California
State Students Association meeting last weekend. The survey asks
for a comprehensiv( breakdown
of student government operations
and student population information from each of the 19 campuses
in the CSU system, including
SJSP.
A.S. presidents at several
other CSU campuses said the results of survey will make the job of
gathering information about other
campuses much easier.
"I think it will be great to
have all that information in one
spot," said Mark Murray, A.S
president at Humboldt State University. "Periodically, throughout
the year, I make calls to get hits of
information about other schools
continued on page 4
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A.S. administration criticized
We’ve tried to refrain from commenting publicly
on the new student government’s actions, but last Friday’s front page article on their latest round of creative financing has prodded us into action.
facts:
I The 1085-86 Associated Students budget was not
shori, as stated in the article - the budget that this
year’s board has created is nothing like the balanced,
fiscally responsible budget that last year’s board
passed.
2 The amount of money going toward employee

raises is not mandated, it is determined by the board of
directors: this year’s hoard has somehow decided that
iIs raid to spend $10,000 1516,256 versus $26,558.20)

Guest Opinion
more this year than last year on employee raises - it’s
not a case of not having enough money; it’s a case of
this year’s student government deciding to spend more
money than it has.
3. The reason that the amount of surplus funds
used for special allocations is 40 percent less than last
year is that last year’s Your Effective Student Support
party board followed the mandate of the student vote
on the Revised Automatic Funding Initiative (and
rightly so), which requires that more than 29 percent
of the A.S. budget be allocated to certain campus
groups that serve large numbers of students such as
the Spartan Daily, the Music Department, Radio-TV,
a nil MI on. Last year’s board knew that this would efte,I the amount of discretionary funds available for
t his year’s board, but felt that it was appropriate to follo%k the student vote, especially since it involved funding groups that serve all the students of the university.
4 A simple and unpleasant fact is that there has
been no increase in the A.S. general fund revenue in
noire than 20 years. There are three ways to deal with
his problem.(Al cut groups’ allocations every year,
Ii increase fees so that all the students are paying for
a few special interest groups, or (lC
create revenue generating enterprises to increase the amount of

money available for everyone. Last year’s board chose
the third option, but saw its efforts sabotaged by the
current board’s ignorance and ideological extremism.
5. Individual members of last year’s board worked
hard to obtain an unprecedented $35,000 donation from
Spartan Shops, which was to be used to help start up
the revenue-generating businesses.
The current board members met during the summer, when student input was minimal and media coverage non-existent, and squandered the funds by raising their salaries and channeling funds to their own
special interest groups - including groups that have
never been in the budget before - and tossed a few dollars to other groups ii.e. College Republicans) to keep
them quiet.
When the current student government decided to
spend more money, it created a situation based on the
"need" to increase employee salaries and it put the
blame on last year’s board; it transferred the money
from a reserve fund that next year’s board will have to
replace. The current board included $12,000 that will
be used for discretionary funding - as if divesting more
than 830,000 over the summer wasn’t enough.
The fact of the matter is that there isn’t money
there to spend. The current A.S. government should
not blame the results of its budget adjustments on last
year’s board and it shouldn’t bail itself out by stealing
from next year’s students. Remember, it isn’t their
money they’re spending, it’s all of ours. Every student
who cares should go to the next A.S. meeting (Wednesday at 3 p.m.) and make the message loud and clear
stop spending.
Students For a Better America
Lira Amaya,
Delta Sigma Pi
business fraternity

Michael Schneider,
1984-85 A.S. president
Jeff Coughlan.
chairman, 1983-85 Student
Union Board of Directors

Shawn Mattimoe.
president. Students
for a Better SJSt
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The forum page is your page and The Spartan
Daily ecourages its readers to write letters. This is a
page that gives you an opportunity to air your views on
important issues.
All letters must bear the writer’s name, signature.
major, phone number and class standing. Phone num
bars and annonymous letters will not be printed.
The opinions appearing on the forum page are the
opinions of the individual writer.
The editorials appearing on the this page are the
opinions of the editorial board of the Daily.
The views expressed do not represent the views
of the state or the university.
Deliver letters to the Daily office, on the second
floor of Dwight Bentel Hall. Room 208, or at the infor
nation center on the first floor of the Student Union.
The Daily reserves the right to edit letters for Ilhol
and length.

Debby Boucher,
Academic Senator

Letters to the Editor

Hijacked: a flight of fantasy
Hijacked. tie couldn’t believe it. How could he do it?
The only way to accomplish a goal, he had been
The hijacking did not bring the usual feelings of fear taught, was to keep in mind the injustices that had been
that most people experience: it instead brought anger and inflicted on your people. They had to remember the sufindignation.
fering that had kept them in slavery since the beginning
He looked out the window at the blue water below; his of time.
breath made the plastic window pane fog-up. He used his
Tyrants like that old man on the Achille Lauro that
hand to wipe the moisture away with a circular motion.
they killed to show the world they meant business.
His mind drifted back over the recent past. The planning. So much work had gone into the prbject.
The hijacker’s heavy beard seemed to grow longer
Abbas had been so convincing. Only four people each minute; his face looked like it had been rubbed with
would be needed to hijack the luxury cruise ship. The a burnt cork. His steel-blue eyes surveyed the cabin. He
wondered what the other three hijackers were thinking.
They had all had such high hopes. They would be rewarded for their bravery; their patriotism would set an
example for all of the young men of the Palestine Liberation Front.

David
Leland
world would listen; the world had a right to know the
plight of the suffering PLO political prisoners.
Ile didn’t even know who the 50 political prisoners
were in Israel who they were trying to free.
He had felt swept up in the turbulence of the moment
for his entire life. In retrospect, that had set him on his
mission last week
The I,- I4’s nestled uncomfortably close to the Egyptian aircraft. Fie wondered idly if part of the United States
plan was to force the four hijackers into an Italian mountain.

But what if, he wondered, the old guy in the wheel
chair had nothing to do with the PLO cause? What if taking his life did absolutely nothing except leave his wife a
widow and his children fatherless.
He thought of his own two children and his wife. He
missed them and it had only been less than a week since
he had seen them. When would the next time be?
The Egyptian airliner banked to the left and began its
decent into Sigonella Air Base on the island of Sicily.
The F-14 fighter planes gave the Egyptian plane
enough room to land safely, their mission had been accomplished without incident.
The hijacker watched the land mass become defined;
undistinguished blurs became houses and cars. He could
see the crowds of people straining their heads towards the
sky, shielding their faces from the sun.
He needed to escape. His eyes looked wildly about the
cabin; there was no way out. He felt like the mighty cobra
as the mongoose gets set to devour him. He felt helpless
like a hostage

OU MADE MY DAY’ ’

Hooping it Up

Letter Policy

Teachers need to be taught how to teach
Editor,
Are you, as students, tired of attending classes when,
once leaving, you are either completely confused or have
learned nothing at all? This seems to be a common problem that exists today?
I have talked to many students who are relieved to be
through with their general education classes, but disappointed now that they are into their majors. This disappointment is due to the fact that many are not learning
anything that going lobe helpful when confronted with the
"real world."
The biggest reason for this problem is that some professors are being hired to teach only because of their technical skills in their particular fields. These professors
may have great portfolios and be very prominent in their
given subject area, but what about their ability to teach?
Just because one is successful or knowledgeable in a
given area doesn’t mean he or she has the skills to teach
or relate to others.
What ever happened to the requirements one had to
obtain in order to teach, other than book knowledge?
I feel this should be made mandatory so that students
get what they pay for an education.
Debbie Dalin
Senior
Public Relations

Reagan ’leads’ us into difficulties
Editor,
So, Mr. Griswold, Reagan’s a proven leader, huh?
Here are some of his accomplishments:
The deficit, which right now stands at $200 billion.
And since he took office, the trade deficit has gone up $250
million.
Former cabinet members: Rita Lavelle, who lied to
Congress about the Superfund and is now serving six
months in jail. Anne Burford not talking on Reagan’s orders. James Watt trying to develop parks and beaches for
oil. Raymond Donovan indicted for embezzlement.
Reagan has given us the highest defense budget in
history, while cutting welfare, education, Medicare,
school lunch programs and easing environmental laws.
That’s effective leadership?
Why is he so popular? Because he is an actor. He
wants to show you how nice he really is, but nice guys
wouldn’t cut programs that help people.
It’s time to put Grandfather out to pasture.
Thomas Dwyer
Senior
Jazz music

Support nuclear weapons test ban
Editor,
U.S. participation in the nuclear weapons test ban can
lead to a permanent test ban and further progress in nuclear arms control. I urge all readers to ask President
Reagan to seize this opportunity. We have nothing to lose
and everything to gain.
H. R 1834 by Rep. Pat Schroeder would ban U.S. nuclear weapons tests as long as Russia observed the test
ban. I urge all readers to ask their representative s to
sponsor this bill and to ask Sens. Alan Cranston and Pete
Wilson to introduce similar legislation in the Senate
Sol Golosman
undeclared
ins Gatos

Leonard
Hoops
Get ready for the Big One
S!RENS ARE BLARING everywhere and an
enemy attack is imminent. What do you do?
According to the SJSU Emergency
Procedures booklet, you wait for the University
Police to make "a detailed evacuation
announcement over patrol vehicle public address
systems."
Russian missiles would take from 12 to 15
minutes to reach our purple-mountained country,
which means that, even with blinding efficiency,
UPD could not get organized in less than three
minutes.
Then the officers would hop in their cars and
give you evacuation orders, which would take
another three minutes.
This would leave you with six minutes to
evacuate the city probably just long enough to get
600,000 San Joseans out of the path of the incoming
missiles.
But it could be worse. It could be a surprise
attack, and you wouldn’t have any time to evacuate.
In this case, the Emergency Procedures booklet
is clear: "If a bright flash appears, drop to the
ground, face down, and cover head with arms."
That makes sense. Like my grandmother
always says, "The best way to avoid vaporization is
to cover your head."
The instructions continue if you are lucky
enough to survive up to this point: "After shock
wave, move inside a major concrete building and
keep away from any outside exposure."
You probably would have stood out in the open
and looked at the pretty ashes if they hadn’t told you .
to get indoors.
This is not meant to criticize SJSU or UPD.
There’s probably a law requiring them to give some
sort of emergency procedure in case of a nuclear
attack, but it sounds stupid trying to describe ways
to protect yourself from 10,000-degree balls of heat
and buckets of radioactive fallout.
But emergency procedures for a nuclear war
are futile. The living would surely envy the dead
after a nuclear attack. They would die slow, painful
deaths while uncounted bodies rotted nearby. A
nuclear war is the end of the world.
On the brighter side, we’ve all got to go
sometime. We must make the best of it, especially if
the sirens are blaring and you know you’ve only got
a few minutes to live.
What can you do in such a short time? Well, just
in case there is an attack, we should make a list of
things we can do in six minutes and keep it handy.
MINUTES IS enough time. . .
SIXfor track star Steve Scott to run a m ile-and-aha If
to drink a six-pack of beer
to cook a small rump roast in a microwave oven
to watch your Slinky walk down the stairs
to shave your poodle
to scratch the spots off 24 lottery tickets and then
agonize over the $5,000 you won’t have time to spend
to catch something with your Ronco Pocket
Fisherman
to mail a fruitcake to your sister in Iowa
for a quickie with your spouse, or whoever’s
available
to return an overdue library book
to play with the tatoos you found in a box of
Cracker Jack
to write a letter telling me how "Hooping it Up"
ruined your lunch
Think about it when you have sometime. With
proper preparation, your last six minutes could be
your best
Leonard Hoops is the assistant forum editor and he
won a landslide election to be homeroom monitor in
eighth grade His columns appear Tuesdays and
Thursdays
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Students complain about Dining Commons service
Manager discusses production cycle problems
By Eugene Castillo
Daily staff writer
Production and a bad reputation
are problems that Bob Woodward,
manager of the Dining Commons.
face everyday Students who dine at
the D.C. complain that the food is
below par and the service inadequate, Woodward said.
What they don’t realize are the
many problems that he and his staff
go through daily, he said.
Woodward utilizes a personal
computer to store more than 2,003
recipes that are used by the D.C.
staff. The staff is given a computer
printout that has all the meals that
are to be served for that day. The
printout gives information on portion
sizes, the cost of an item and the
amount of ingredients that are to be
put in for each item.
The first problem the D.C. faces
each semester is the first production
cycle. A production cycle consists of
five weeks.
"It’s impossible to tell how much
someone will take of one item over
another," Woodward said. "But each
time we go through a production it
gets easier."
If the D.C. knew the correct
amount of students eating at the commons each day they would be able to
serve the correct amount of portions
without having any excess waste.

The only problem is that it is impossible to correctly estimate the number
of students who will actually eat at
the D.C. each day.
This leads to the second biggest
problem the D.C. faces, which is
what to do with excess food. Depending on what type of food is left over,
Woodward instructs his staff to use it
the next day.
"Just like mom, if we have a
little too much roast left over we
usually try and use it again," Woodward said. "We serve it twice, then it
automaticaly goes."
The D.C. is evaluated four times
a day by students and faculty. The
purpose of the critiques is to find out
what it is doing right, and also to find
what the students dislike about the
food and service.
"People can be very nasty,"
Woodward said. "But some really
like the food service."
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"With the variety and selection
that we have, everybody can get a
balanced diet," Woodward said."The
problem is not what we offer; it’s
what the students decide to eat; we
can’t control that."
Under the 15-meal plan system,
students can eat three meals a day,
five days a week for an average cost
of $7.50 per day. This includes all they
can eat and drink during each meal
period.
The food service at SJSU is not
funded by the state. All the money
that it receives comes from students.
Out of every dollar that is taken in, 43
percent goes to the food service,
Woodward said.

A few tubs of ice cream are served occasionally for dessert at the Dining Commons

"It’s like army food," Woodward
said."It’s fun to pick on food service."
Outside the D.C., a group of stu-

Woodward hopes to change the
atmosphere of the D.C. by changing
its appearence. He wants to add more
round tables to encourage more so-

cial interaction while people are eating. This would give the impression
of eating at home instead of at school,
Woodward said.

whole time at SJSU," Terry said.
"The ’hands-on’ experience does a lot
more for you. I learned a tremendous
amount about how California state
politics worked and was involved in
it."
Terry worked for State Sen. Milton Marks, D-San Francisco. She
worked on five senate bills, wrote
statements for the senator to read in
hearings and scheduled witnesses to
appear for hearings.
The internship program is scheduled again for spring 1986 semester at
California State University at Sacramento. It is a combination of weekly
seminars and a 25-hour per week internship in the executive or legislative branches, with lobbyists and
interest :groups, or with the press
corps.
All members of the program attend a weekly Wednesday night semi

learned more in
one semester (at
Sacramento) than I
did in my whole time
at SJSU:
Melinda

Terry,
intern

nar on campus and a Friday morning
seminar in the Capitol.
"We heard people from the governor’s office," Terry said, "from
lobbyists and campaign managers.
So we got to hear a lot of professionals speak about what they do."
Prof. Jean Torcam, director of
the program at Sacramento State,
said any upper division CSU student
from any major may apply and 25
students are selected to participate.
Torcam said applicants must
have a 3.0 grade point average, good
writing skills and an interest in political science. Student fees are equal to
those at any other CSU campus. The
program staff assists interns in finding housing, which often is less expensive than in the San Jose area.
Torcam also said the program
has had some very good students
I rom SJSU and that frequently SJSU
students fill additional spots left vacant by non-participating campuses.
Since the implementation of the
program in 1976. many alumni have
gone on to careers as lobbyists, consultants or legislative staffers. Tor(-am said.
Political science Prof. Terry
Christensen is the SJSU contact for
the program.
"It is one of the few opportunities
political science students get to apprentice in politics," Christensen
said, "and can be a really excellent
step in a career."
Christensen said students interested in the program must complete
applications by Nov. 25. Christensen
will review the applications, interview the applicants and make recommendations to Torcam.
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The nutritional content of each
meal is the responsibilty of a dietitian
that is hired by the D.C. to maintain
food quality. The state of California
sets no guidelines on the nutritional
value of the meals that SJSU serves.

The D.C. has another problem its reputation. People tend to attach a
stigma when they hear the words
’Dining Commons.’

Student experiences
politics, ’hands on’
By Patricia Pane
Daily staff writer
For at least one SJSU political
science student, the experience of
working in the political climate of
Sacramento has proved to be more
valuable than four previous years of
study.
Melinda Terry, who graduated
from SJSU last May, participated in
the Sacramento Semester Internship
Program last spring. The program
gives students the opportunity to
study California politics while earning 12 units in political science.
"I learned more in one semester
tat Sacramento) than I did in my

dents agreed that the food served in
the commons was about as tasty as
K -rations. The biggest complaint was
that they hated to stand in line for
what they considered "bland food."

Relief show
cancelled
The "Rock Relief ’85" concert
scheduled for Saturday has been
cancelled due to poor ticket sales,
sponsors announced yesterday.
A preview of the concert,
which was to raise funds for victims of last month’s earthquake in
Mexico, appears on page 8 of The
Entertainer The Entertainer had
already gone to press when the
cancellation was announced,
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PROTECT YOURSELF!
AND YOUR LOVED ONES
NO LICENSE OR PERMIT REQUIRED.

PAID WORKER
OR VOLUNTEER

A SAFE, EASY TO CARRY AND USE DEFENSE UNIT IT
F MPORARILY IMOBILIZES ATTACKER’S MUSCLE CONTROL
MAKING IT EASY TO AVOID OR ESCAPE AN ASSAULT
’;ITUATION

Learn the skills needed to provide short
term care for the developmentally
disabled, frail, elderly, and physically
handicapped.

POWER
ZAPPER

50,000 VOLTS

CLASS OFFERED AT
MISSION COLLEGE, OCT.

Low Current

leaves
ATTACKER
stunned, not
injured. Has
built in belt
hook and
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$49.95
NYLON
HOLSTER

$6.95
SALES TAX

60 DAY WARRANTY

LINES

SHIPPINC,

CALL 408-554-9578

TO PLACE YOUR ORDER TODAY! OR MAIL CHECK TO

Saturday & Sunday,
October 19 & 20

R.G. SALES

P.O. BOX 62259, SUNNYVALE, CA 94088-2259
DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME
MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO:
MasterCard

R.G. SALES

\t/

VISA

CHECKS, allow two weeks tot bank clearar-,MCMSA include expiration date

8:00 PM.
SJSU Dance Studio Theatre
Rm. # SPX 219
$6.00 STU/$8.00 GEN
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Dry Toast

Peter Stein

Thursday, October

The Real World

Manuel Ruiz

WAL7k,G3 g
THE TOMESITOWV

cdT2
"I think this jogging craze is
getting a little out of hand.. "

For heaven’s sake, can’t you play
something a little more cheerful?"

17, 1985/Spartan Daily

A.S. to survey student officers
continued from page
With the survey, we’ll have it all right
there."
The AS. is conducting the survey
Ii, establish a basis for comparing its
operations with those of other
schools. The ultimate goal is improved efficiency of AS. operations,
O’Doherty said.
"It’s hard to know if you’re running it Istudent government) as efficiently as you can if you don’t have
other campuses to compare it to,"
O’Doherty said. "For example, our
program board might be able to get
ideas on how to bring better programs to campus."
O’Doherty said the A.S. is also
hoping to learn what kinds of committees other campuses have and
how many students are on the committees.
The survey, drafted by A.S. executive assistants Larry Dougherty and
Paul Sonneman, took "about a
month" to put together, O’Doherty
said.
"It went through a series of
stages," she said. "Larry put to-

gether a rough draft, then we all had
an input, then they revised it."
Ten areas of student government, general campus and student
population information are covered
in the survey:
r Student population: sex, age,
race, work status and school department.
r Student government: the number of representatives, stipends to
student government officers, number
of employees and student fees that
go toward student government.
Student government services
and businesses: employee salaries
and funding to services and businesses.
r Student fees: a breakdown of
fees for student government, the student union, instructionally related
activities and dormitories.
r The student union facility: including original cost of construction,
floor space for various operations
within the building, fees paid by students toward the student union, and
composition of the governing board.
r Auxiliary organization: such

as a booster club and university foundation.

continued from page i
rooms than lecture classes," Pinson
said.

gineering’s impacted enrollment will
rise by more than 40 percent.

university had anything to do with
Dworsky’s hiring.

Design and Construction Manager Fred Atilano from Plant Operations said they have not yet decided
where the lecture classes will be relocated.
"We should have an idea by No
vember," he said.

Dan Dworsky, an architect from
Los Angeles, is designing the building. Pinson said neither he nor the

"The California State University
system hired him," he said "The
said he is very good,"

r Leisure services and tacit’
ties: type and square footage of offices and gymnasiums.
r Student election process: average number of voters and sources
of campaign funds.
r The composition and duties of
judiciary and appeals boards.
r The distribution of instructionally related activities funds.
In a memo included with the survey, O’Doherty states, "Our goal is to
have all surveys in by Nov. 15 and to
have the reports in the mail by Dec
15."
A "free copy of the compiled data
as well as a summary" will be sent to
each CSU campus, the memo states.
"I think it’s an outstanding
idea," said Mike Mendes, A.S. presi
dent at California Polytechnic State
University at San Luis Obispo. "We
appreciate a campus taking that step
forward. It’s going to be a lot of work
to complete (the survey) but it will be
worth it."

Board approves Clubs’
Older building to be demolished
CSU fee increase spending
continued from page I
The increase will benefit students because it puts a cap on how
much fees can raise in a given year,
said Paul Knepprath, CSSA legislative director.
The increase will be indexed over
a three-year period. It will depend on
the average cost per full-time, equivalent -student count and the level of
state support.
For example, there was a 20.6
percent fee increase between 1983-84
and 1984-85 academic years. The
three-year
average
percentage
change from 1982-83 to 1985-86 is 11.4
percent.
However, the new law establishes a 10 percent cap which will prevent a large increase in fees such as
the 20.6 percent increase from 1983 to
1985. The 10 percent increase will be
used for 1986-87, pending budget approval from the governor.
The fee increase will not be necessarily 10 percent each year. Reynolds said. The chancellor’s and governor’s offices will continue to
negotiate to keep the fees as low as
possible.
The point of having the 10 percent
increase in the support budget is to
give students 10 months advance notice as state in the long-term fee policy, said William Crocker, CSU student trustee from Humboldt State
University.
"The students will know and can
expect the increase and rest assured
there will be adequate financial aid,"
Crocker said.
Along with the 10 percent fee in
crease, the trustees adopted the en.
tire support budget which includes
pay levels of existing salaries and
benefits for employers, purchasing id
equipment and on-going programs.
The largest single category 01
proposed new spending is $39.4 mil
lion to meet computing and commit
nication needs, including system in)
provement for transmitting data and
video information.
The funds will focus on maintain
ing computer work stations for students, training and work stations to
fit faculty needs, and video and data
networks.
More than $30 million is proposed
for the Administration Information
Management System, a project to address the universities’ management
procedures.
The current procedure used by
the CSU system is not supportive of
the mission for first-rate higher education, said Herbert Carter, vice
chancellor of administration.
"We are embarrassed nationwide in the time it lakes to send out
transcripts," Reynolds said.
There is not sufficient manage
ment, Carter said. The program will
improve academic evaluation, advis
ing, admissions, financial aid depart
ments, registration, course schedu I
ing and other processes.
The budget also focuses on ad

3c

justment for increases in faculty salaries because of promotion, fringe
benefit changes and amounts for
1986-87 compensation increases.
Because of inflation, $900,000 is
budgeted for workers’ compensation.
Program change proposals were
allotted $16.8 million. These proposals are designed to improve funding
of existing programs and provide
funds for new programs.
Some of these proposals include
faculty travel for professional purposes, minority underrepresented
programs
and
program
improvements between high school and
CSU faculty to reach out to high
school students.
Some trustees thought the budget
was asking for too much.
"We have constructed a ’wish
list,’ " said Trustee Lee Grisson.
"We have passed the budget cutting
to someone else."
The budget represents a 13.8 percent increase from the current year’s
appropriations, Reynolds said, but
the budget includes inflation rates
(about five percent) and enrollment
predictions.
The budget is based on predictions of 244,955 full-time equivalent
students next year, representing a 1
percent increase of the current year
The 19 CSU enrollment figures will
not be available until November.

slashed

continued from page
audit of the 1984-85 A.S. budget.
Funds allocated for the Fall semester are $5,000 because of the
late start, and $7,000 for the Spring
semester.
Recognized campus clubs
or clubs that have registered with
the Student Activities and Services Office
can apply for funds
through a special allocation process, though certain stipulations
will be imposed.
The committee held it’s first
meeting Thursday to discuss committee procedures and to receive
the first club funding request presentation by El Concilio, an umbrella group for the seven hispanic clubs on campus.
The first step a club needs to
make in applying for funds is to
obtain a Special Allocation Procedure Packet and Request Form
from the AS. Office on the third
floor of the Student Union. The
packet, which has been simplified
from last year’s packet, includes
guidelines, special allocations
stipulations, the ten steps required for the process and a flow
chart to further simplify the process.

G.R.E.
Graduate Record Exam

Saturdays
November 2, 9, 16, 23, 1985
8:30 a.m. - 1 p.m.
or
Saturdays
January 4, 11, 18,25, 1986
8:30 a.m. - 1 p.m.
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The building, constructed in 1952
will eventually be replaced by a
three-story facility, which will house
state-of-the-art laboratory equipment. It has been nicknamed "Pro
ject 88" after the new facility’,
scheduled completion. As a result.
SJSU is hoping that the School of En -
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"The club has been in the saint.
room of this building since the late
1950s," club member David Stevens
said. "We don’t know where we’ll
move."

KAMIKAZE
THURSDAYS

Prep Sessions

Copy man

UiVt

Organizations like the Amateui
Radio Club are very concerned be
cause they will have to move all of
their equipment out of the buildini2
when demolition starts.

:74

TIL

NO MINIMUM
COMPLETE BINDERY FACILITIES
SELF SERVICE TYPING
BUSINESS CARDS & STATIONERY
RUBBER SIAM)-’S

BUSINESS HOURS
MONDAY - THURSDAY 8:00am 6pm
FRIDAY 8:00am 5:30pm
SATURDAY 10:00am-3:30pm

ON CAMPUS
TOURNAMENT
THURS., OCT. 24 &
FRI., OCT. 25
S.U. Umunhum Room

Get your team of 4 players
and sign up at the S.U. Info
Center before October 21.

SIGN UP NOW!!
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ROTC estit6gwiltg***061#0,11.aitritrangers go
to Ft. Ord
to have

ot just another weekend
The mock
fight began
at midnight
Members of the ROTC Ranger
program spent last weekend at Ft.
Ord where they participated in a
mock battle.
The Rangers are a group of
cadets interested in things that real
Army Rangers do, like learning unit
tactics, getting into top physical
shape and performing adventure
activities, such as rappelling or
rafting. These skills are used to
develop leadership traits and
principles, said the Rangers’ new
commanding officer, Capt. George
Jicha.
The Rangers left SJSU at noon
Friday, arriving at Fort Ord in
Monterey County about 3:30 p.m.
Before going on patrol, the Rangers
got a 20-minute helicopter ride over
the Salinas valley.
Then patrol began and the unit
from SJSU set up an assembly area.
They prepared for a raid on a
defensive position, then fell back and
set up a patrol base (for security ).
Next, they sent out small patrols to
secure the area. Night watches were
set.
The Ranger trainees were
attacked at midnight.

Above, members of the ROT(’
Ranger program land at Ft.
Ord in a Blackhawk
helicopter; counterclockwise
from left, Kevin Tousant
looks on as cadets get briefed
on safety; on board
Blackhawk, Ranger trainee
Bloxum prevents straps from
being whipped by the wind;
Poore and Fox move across
open space.

Photographs by
Stu Stephenson
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More young
people are doing
it, although the
number at SJSU
is in dispute

A natural right or a sin?
By Eugene Castillo
Daily sae writer
The question of suicide has been
controversial for as long as mankind has
existed.
Throughout history people have taken
their own lives for one reason or another,
usually under the guise of preserving family
or personal honor. For instance, Japanese
pilots during WWII flew suicide missions and
freely gave their lives for their country.
In some cultures, like the Japanese,
killing oneself is not considered shameful.
For example, in India the practice of suttee,
in which a widow kills herself by lying down
on her husband’s funeral pyre, is still being
practiced today, although it is illegal.
In California there are no laws against
suicide, only ones concerning aiding and
abetting someone else.
The penal code reads: "Every person
who deliberately aids, or advises, or
encourages another to commit suicide, is
guilty of a felony."
Today, even the very young are
committing suicide. Six year olds have been
known to try and kill themselves, according
to a recent magazine article in U.S. News &
World Report.
Not only are some kindergarters trying
to kill themselvhs, but suicides are increasing
in frequency. In the past two decades the
suicide rate for people 15 to 24 years old has
risen 300 precent.
Depression, stress, loss of a friend: the

More Marines
kill themselves
in California
SANTA ANA, Calif. (AP)
The suicide
rate at two Orange County Marine Corps stations is nearly double the norm, prompting an
aggressive anti -suicide program and calling
for a Pentagon investigation.
"It’s very puzzling," said Dennis Greenberger, a Santa Ana psychologist and Marine
consultant who has already lectured some 900
Marines about depression and suicidal tendencies. "I wish there was an easy answer.
But there is none."
Col. Ronald A. Redman, author of a nationwide study on military suicides, has
vowed a follow-up investigation at the Pentagon to determine why the suicide rate is so
high at Orange County’s El Toro Marine
Corps Air Station and Tustin Marine Corps
Helicopter Air Station.
According to a Defense Department
study, the Marine Corps suicide rate is 14.3
per 100,000 servicemen and women the
highest rate of any branch in the military.
But in 1984 there were four suicides, for a
rate of 26.7 per 100,000, at the two Orange
County bases. This year five servicemen
have taken their own lives for a rate of 33.3
per 100,000.
In contrast, the civilian suicide rate is

By Michelle King
Daily staff writer

list can go on and on, but the underlying
reason more and more young people are
killing themselves seems to be a sense of loss
or failure.
Among teenagers, suicide is the number
two cause of death after auto crashes. Youths
who attempt suicide come from all classes of
society. At least 7000 teenagers kill
themselves annually, and as many as 400,000
attempt suicide, according to The Christian
Century.
SJSU Sociology Prof. Meg Bowman said
that people commit suicide when they’re in a
state of "normlessness," an inability to abide
by society’s mores. When people are in this
state, they can’t distinguish between what’s
right or wrong, Bowman said.
Among the professional community,
dentists and psychologists have the highest
rate of suicide, Bowman said.
From a philosophical standpoint there
are two points of view, philosophy Prof. Ruth
Manor said. The first is that life is not ours
and if we kill ourselves, we are destroying
someone else’s property, mainly God’s. The
second argument says that "my life is my
own and it’s my right do die if I want to."
Confusion exists among many religions
as to how to confront the issue of suicide,
Manor said. Judiasm and Christianity rep rd
suicide as taboo or as a sin, she said. Can the
last rites be given to someone v:ho committed
suicide, and what happens to the person’s
soul are some of the questions in dispute.
10.1 per 100,000.
According to Greenberger, the military
is generally inclined to a higher suicide rate
because the majority of servicemen are
younger than 25, the age group with the highest suicide rate in the nation.
In addition, Orange County Marines are
under a lot of financial stress because of low
military pay and the high cost of living in
Southern California, he said.
But no single cause has emecged among
the young men who took their own lives this
year and last, he said.

’If in the next (few)
months there are no
suicides, I think we’ll be
over this thing.’
Dennis

Greenberger,
psychologist

But the psychologist noted a peculiarity
of suicide that may explain its frequency
among Marines: Once one person takes his
life, suicide rates within closed communities
such as high schools or military bases tend to
increase.
Thus the high rates at El Toro and Tustin
may be feeding upon themselves, he said.
"If in the next four to six months there
are no suicides," he said, "I think we’ll be
over this thing."

I’m going to kill myself if...
I don’t get a date...
I fail my class...
I break up with my girlfriend or
boyfriend...
You’ve heard it, you’ve said it,
but you probably never meant it.
However, more people between
the ages of 15 and 24 are not only saying it, they’re acting it out, instead of
using stress-reducing methods that
are available.
"Suicide is epidemic among college-age kids," said Dr. Gerald
Crary, national lecturer on suicide
and director of student health services at the University of California at
Santa Cruz.
One reason for the rise in suicide
rates is the increasing violence in this
country, Crary said.
"We have far more murders in
our country than in any other part of
the world," Crary said.
"But suicide is thought by many
psychiatrists to be the most violent
act that human beings are capable
of," Crary said.
Statistics back Crary on the subject of rising suicide rates among college-age people. More whites of both
sexes and more black men committed suicide in 1980 than 10 years
earlier, according to the 1985 Statistical Abstract of the United States.
However, the suicide rate among
black women dropped slightly.
The rate is higher for men than
for women, Crary said, because men
tend to use more violent methods,
such as gunshots to the head.
Depression is usually what
prompts people to think about suicide, Crary said. Among college students, he said problems with
money,
family,
relationships,
grades, drinking and drugs combine
to bring on feelings of hopelessness.
"Suicide is thought of as a way
out," Crary said.
Few suicides have been reported
to the University Police Department
in the past few years, Police Information Officer Russ Lunsford said.
Some transients have jumped off
campus garages, but the last student
suicide that he knows about at SJSU
was several years ago.
However, Santa Clara County
Administrative Coroner Nathan Gossett said half a dozen suicides from
SJSU and Stanford have occurred in
the past few years.
Not all suicides are reported as
such, Gossett said.
"There is a hard-to-define line
between accidents and suicides, and
when there’s doubt, it’s usually ruled
as an accident," he said.
In cases where no suicide note
has been left, he said the cause of
death is ruled as "undetermined" or
"accidental."
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Delta Upsilon helps raise $6,000 for San Jose Repertory Company in 10K race
By Steve Pipe
Daily staff writer
The San Jose Repertory Company’s third annual Run for the Rep on
Sunday was its most successful fundraiser yet, according to Rep fundraising manager, Alex Sydnor. SJSU
fraternity Delta Upsilon served as
race volunteers. A field of about 550
runners participated in the 10-kilometer race in San Jose and raised
about $8,000 for the Rep, Sydnor said.

"We’ve raised more money this
year than we did our last two years,"
Sydnor said. "Everything went very
smoothly. We got a lot of compliments from the runners on how organized everything was."

Sydonor said the Rep broke even
the last two years. They made a
profit this year due to more volunteers and less money spent on advertising, he said

D.U. volunteered their services
as part of their philanthropy activity.
According to Dan McLeod, 21, a
member of D.U., 35 members out of a
house total of 65 participated Sunday.
"We started as volunteers for
this race last year," McLeod said.
"We chose the Rep as our philanthropy because they are a non-profit
organizatign and are a part of the
arts."
McLeod said D U.

were out at 5:30 Sunday morning setting up registration tables, water stations, and course markers.

"We got a lot of positive feedback
from the runners about D.U.," Sydnor said. "They worked really hard
and did a super job."
Dennis Kurt’s, 31, of Cupertino,
was the overall winner in the men’s
division, with a time of 31:30.

"I felt pretty good out there,"
Kurtis said at the finish line at Park
Avenue. "I wasn’t really pressed by
any of the other runners. I just tried
to take the lead and keep it."
Sharlet Gilbert, 34, of Richmond,
broke the overall female record of
37:33 with her time of 36:03.

Sandra Reimer of San Jose won

the drawing for a trip for two to Ha- and, in addition to T-shirts and beer,
recieved a free pass to a Rep producwaii.
The race course began at the cor- tion.
"Our season starts Nov. 14, with
ner of Park Avenue and Market
Street, and went up University Ave- ’Quitters’, which runs through Dec.
nue and around the Rosicrucian 8," Sydnor said. "The runners have a
choice of seeing that, or ’Passion
Egyptian Museum on Nagiee Avenue Play’, which runs
from Dec. 28 until
before ending back at Park Avenue. Jan. 19." Sydnor
said the Rep’s 1985The course was 10 kilometers, or 6.2 86 season will
have six plays, and
miles.
ends June 29 with "Cyrano de BergeRunners paid 88 to enter the race, rac".
-4=1,Erralmilk
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What’s not in
doubt is that
some students at
SJSU are thinking
about doing it

What’s not in doubt is that some
students at Sall are thinking of killing themselves.
Counselors at SJSU’s Counseling
Services receive several calls each
"nester from students who are
about committing suicide.
said director Kathleen Wall.
"When these students call, they
usually sound tearful or agitated,"
Wall said. "They say they feel like
they’re losing it, that they can’t stand
it anymore and want to end it all."
Free confidential crisis counseling is available through the university’s counseling services, by calling
277-2966 between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. on
weekdays. Callers can either talk
with a counselor immediately, set up
a future appointment or join a group
session.
Troubled students talk with counselors who are trained psychologists,
social workers, or psychiatric
nurses.
Support is the most important
thing for a person feeling depressed
and having thoughts of suicide, Wall
said.
"They need to hook up with
friends and family," Wall said. Other
things they need to do, she said, are
to analyze their thoughts and try not
to think negatively, focus on things
they’re good at and exercise. Wall
said research has shown that exercise has helped to alleviate depression.
"Usually a loss precipitates a depression," Wall said. "The loss is
usually the breakup of a relationship,
the loss of some kind of status or the
loss of direction."
Crary said that people thinking
about , suicide usually give signs,
though they’re not always obvious.
Some of the signs people give include
saying "good-bye" instead of "good
night," talk about giving up and give
away prized possessions.
Most suicides that occur, Crary
said, have been planned out. People
who attempt suicide spontaneously
usually don’t go through with it, or
they are rescued in time.
An important thing stressed by
both Crary and Wall is that conrelatives
and
friends
cerned
shouldn’t be afraid to actually ask the
person if they’ve been thinking about
suicide.
"Usually asking the question relieves some of the person’s anxiety
and gives them the recognition that
someone’s concerned about them,"
Wall said.
She stressed that through therapy and a "little help from friends,"
a person who’s thinking about suicide
can rise above these depressive
thoughts and hopeless feelings.
"We all look through our own kaleidoscope," Wall said. "Sometimes
[you can twist it a little and get a different perspective, you’re able to see
the silver lining."

Class teaches relaxation

Nursing student Lisa

on ockerille Daily staff photographer
Fahey participates in a stress reduction exercise

By Patricia Pane
Daily staff writer
The blinds are drawn; the lights are out
A soothing voice repeats: "Drift into a state
of complete peace. Let go of every last bit of
tension and hear yourself sinking into a deep
peace. Feel the relaxation spread throughout
your body."
It is a stress management class and
lecturer Katie Taylor. gently coaxes students
into a state of progressive relaxation.
Through this technique students become
aware of the sources of muscle tension, then
learn how to distinguish between tension and
relaxation. Critical to learning how to cope
with stress is identifying its source.
"Moving a body physically can help to
move an individual out of depression," said
human performance Prof. Barbara Conry.
"Movement is symbolic for growth, for space
and time. It opens up doors for other aspects
of our lives."
Conry, who also teaches stress
management, uses several different
techniques for relaxation in her classes.
Autogenics is one. It focuses on creating the
sensations of warmth and heaviness in the
body’s extremities.
Meditation is another.
"It teaches students that doing nothing,
being introspective and experiencing silence
is (also) a productive activity," Conry said.
But whatever tensions are alleviated at
the bodily level must also be alleviated at the
emotional and intellectual levels.
Relationships play an important role. Conry
said.
"It is critical that individuals learn how
to establish successful relationships not only
with peers but with other adults, with
colleagues, with family members. That
support system is very important; most
healing occurs through relationships. In fact,

many people are stressed by the fact that
they don’t any a form of relationship in their
lives."
In addition, Conry said that society as a
whole must become more emphathetic.
"I think we’re still dealing with some
effects of the ’me’ generation," Conry said.
"As a society we have to become more
compassionate and more caring, particularly
because of the breakdown of the family
structure, We have to assume more
responsibility as a society, to be more
compassionate, to be sensitive, to be
listening, caring individuals."
Redefining success and achievement is
also important, Conry said.
"Sometimes the younger generation
reduces achievement to something that is
related to materialism and they get
discouraged because they realize they might
not be able to achieve, materialistically,
what their parents achieved."
Moreover, restructuring society’s
thinking on failure is necessary.
"Culturally, we’re led to believe at a very
early age that failure is negative.
Consequently, sometimes we’re unwilling to
take risks, which prevents us from growing
and extending ourselves."
Another problem is accepting suicide as
a viable alternative to dealing with problems
"There has been a devaluation of life,"
Conry said. "We must emphasize the value of
living and life itself. People have to choose
life over death, to look at problems as a
challenge rather than as being an
insurmountable obstacle."
Suffering and struggle are part of the
human condition, Conry said, and often some
of the more meaningful experiences we have
in life are times of struggle, times of pain and
times of suffering. "People," Conry said.
"have to choose life over death."

Experimental Theater Lab allows SJSU students the chance to try new projects
Gloria J. Deboinski
Daily staff writer
A theater may not be the usual
place for experiments, but Experimental Theater Lab participants are
creating and testing all the time,
according to Karl Toepher, program
director.
New this semester, the program
creates an environment that allows
students to work on projects that
don’t have a place in the regular season of plays, he said.
Currently, students are having
their original plays performed, reworking established plays and adapting bits of plays in new ways.
"We’re taking a semester to decide what to do with the lab and how

lo orgallizu ii, lit’t)litI
ill
is held Monday through Friday evenings from 7 to 11.
Experimental theater at universities is not a common endeavor, Toepher said. Even the University of California in Los Angeles, with one of the
largest and most elaborate theater
arts departments in the United
States, doesn’t have one, he said.
At SJSU, approximately 30 students, who receive one credit for the
course, have the opportunity to participate,
"We’d like to see more people involved," Toepher said, "but if the
program gets bigger, we’ll have to
find more space. That may be difficult. I don’t know "

TALKING HEADS

CIO 1:1

MAKING SENSE
DIGITAL DOLBY

wmProl

MIDNIGHT
MOVIES
all seats $2.98

Celebrate Canadian Rock
weekend with
Neil Young’s
JOURNEY THROUGH
THE PAST
osby 51,115 Nash young IS teosnds

The "season" is open to the public and attendance is free. Performances begin at 7 p.m. The audience
Is invited to participate in the process
playof production
letting the
wright know what works and what
said,
doesn’t, Toepher
"Language," put together by
Toepher, is a collage of fragments
from several plays. Running Nov. 22
and 23, it examines the nature of dialogue, he said.

"Dialogue can have different
meaning depending on the way it is
spoken," Toepher said.
"How it is," readings from different poets’ work, also will be performed these evenings.
On Nov. 25-27, a play by Terence
McNally, "Botticellie." will be performed in a new way. Matt Gordon,
an MFA student, said he is the play is

experiment of emotional nature
"I’m trying to get the audience to
go from one extreme to another," he
said.
On these same evenings, "Monologues," a play of monologues, will
be performed along with "Camera
Obscura," another monologue.
On Dec. 6 and 7. two plays will be
performed: "Talking With," dealing

n
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with moments in life, and "The Renings Children."
On Thursday evenings, actors
will do readings of experimental
plays. One reading, "A Machine
Made Black," by Curt Sorkin, deals
with racism and homosexuality. It is
not so much these themes, which are
no longer taboo in theater, that make
the play unusual, as the way the work
is presented, Sorkin said.
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SJSU instructor puts grant to work

B000......

Advertise in the Spartan Daily
for your
HALLOWEEN Party!

$24,000 put toward creation of genetics class and acquiring centrifuge
firms, such as Zoetech in Palo Alto
By Anne Gelhaus
and Genotech in San Francisco, are
Daily stall writer
An SJSU chemistry instructor hiring graduates with expertise in rewas awarded a grant of more than combinant DNA methods. Stacks
824,000 last May for the creation of a said
"One-third to one-half of our
course that will expand the universigraduates are placed in technical
ty’s genetics program
jobs,
Stacks said.
Pamela C. Stacks, an assistant
The grant which Stacks received
professor of chemistry, used the
824,532 that she received from the Na- was one of 203 awarded through the
tional Science Foundation to develop NSF’s College Science Instrumentaa course focusing on recombinant tion Program. The funds will also be
DNA methods The class will be of- used to purchase a centrifuge, an infered to biology and chemistry ma- strument that separates cell substructures and thereby isolates indijors for the first time next semester.
Students who learn recombinant vidual genes.
DNA techniques will be able to isoThe NSF granted funds totalling
late and research specific genes in- about $5.5 million to 172 institutions in
stead of studying an entire organism. 40 states and Puerto Rico. The recipiStacks said.
ents were chosen from among 1,348
According to Stacks, before this proposals.
field of study was introduced in 1977,
"The competition was extremely
biochemists who wanted to isolate in- high," said CSIP Director Robert
sulin had to extract the protein from Watson.
the pancreas of dead pigs. The new
The CSIP awards are "challenge
techniques allow researchers to
make protein by isolating the gene grants," Watson said. Recipients
must
match their grants by soliciting
that stimulates insulin growth.
Over 30 Bay Area boitechnical local sources. Stacks’ award was

matched by university funds. The
total cost of the centrifuge was
849,064.
The CSIP was established to
strengthen undergraduate science
and engineering instruction, Watson
said.
"The program is intended to encourage the faculty to creatively improve undergraduate laboratory fa -

’The competition was
extremely high’
Robert Watson,

foundation director
cilities," Watson said.
Leon S. Yengoyan, an SJSU
chemistry professor, served on one of
the committees that evaluated the
CSIP proposals. The evaluation committees are comprised of past grant
recipients. Yengoyan received a
CSIP grant about three years ago to

SJSU co-sponsors
Irish conference
By Shannon Rasmusen
Daily elan writer
SJSU co-sponsored the initiation
of a new organization in San Francisco last weekend, attracting professionals to the world of Irish studies.
The American Committee for
Irish Studies Inaugural Conference of
the Western Region was held at the
University of California at San Francisco. Scholars from Ireland, SJSU
history Prof. Louis R. Bisceglia and
other professionals and scholars
made presentations.
"The organization deals with the
history and literature of Ireland and
the Irish all over the world," said
James Walsh, chairman of SJSU’s
History Department.
The Western regional committee
is a subdivision of the national Irish
Studies organization. It is a profession’ organization that encourages
research and dissemination of Irish
culture.
Walsh said SJSU has always had
the largest number of participants in
the national organization on a regular basis. He said it was a great
achievement to establish a subdivision on the West Coast. He said
SJSU’s history and English departments have often sent many people to
the national conference.
The national organization meets
at places all over the country each
spring, but Walsh said this new Western organization will enable people to
meet once a year closer to home. He
said they later may meet more often.
The conferences are open to professors, students and persons interested in Irish subjects and works,
Walsh said. Each conference costs
about $5 for students and senior citizens, and $10 for professors. The cost
for membership per year is $14.
Walsh said people come to the
conferences from as far as Alaska.
This past conference included

Walsh said the audience is often
restricted since only those with an interest in Irish studies attend, and he
said students may not be too involved
right now because they aren’t encouraged enough.
It’s a time to come together and
enjoy, Walsh said, regardless if
someone likes Joyce, Yates, Shaw or
the numerous other writers dealing
in some aspect with the Irish culture

Suspect
nabbed
in garage
by UPD

MON
TUES
WED

The height of the burglaries
came eight days ago when police re
ported that n cars had been burglar
ized in one night
Police surprised three males oct
whom they suspected of attempting
to burglarize cars in the Seventh
Street Garage The suspects fled before UPD could apprehend them Police would not say if the man arrested
last night was one of the suspects
from the (kg 9 incident

Advertising
Deadline is Oct. 28
Call 277-3171:

Telemarketing Sales
Opportunities
The leading company in the development of cornputer-based train-

ing systems has immediate openings for part-time telemarketing
salespeople. Morning and afternoon schedules available.
You will be selling CDEXIntellisance’s line of personal computer
and business management training products to major corporations via telephone contact.
We are looking for highly motivated and professional individuals
who can communicate effectively via the telephone. We offer an
excellent compensation arrangement, including base salary and
commissions.
If you are interested in working in a professional environment selling a quality and state-of-the-art product line, please call or send
your resume in confidence to: Personnel Manager. Dept. JN,
CDEXIntellisance, 1885 Lundy Avenue, San Jose, CA 95131. (408)
263-0430. An equal opportunity employer Individuals only apply.
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FRI
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Bon Fire 8:30pm ROTC Field
Yellfest at the Bon Fire
Banner Contest
Street Faire 9th Street 10am-3pm
Cinema Night 7pm Morris Dailey
"The Breakfast Club"
Talent Show 7pm Morris Dailey
(No Charge)
Games Day 11am-3pm Archery
Field.Party 9pm SJSU Ballroom
Tailgate 3pm Football Game 7pm
Pick up booklets in the AS
Office for more info

3 p.m.

Honieroming/Streetfair/Food Eta iaa r
o-sponsored hs %,,ociafril Student.

STUDENT
=Mt

UNION

TIM WARE GROUP

9

UPD issued fliers to the dormito
rice Friday which asked students to
remove valuables from their cars
and park on the outside perimeter of
the parking lot in a lighted area

According to Watson, the CSIP is
also designed to reduce barriers to
science and engineering careers for
women, minorities, and the physically handicapped.
"I’m glad to hear that the person
who got the grant tat SJSUI is a
woman," Watson said. "(The CSIP )
encourage(s) women to participate
in the program, (but the fact that
Stacks is a women) didn’t have any
bearing on her getting a grant "

HOMECOMING ’85
OCT 21-26

Marcelo ran from the garage.
evading UPD, and continued up Seventh Street where he was intercepted
by SJPD and arrested.

The rash of burglaries, which
began back in September, have centered on the Seventh Street Garage.
according to UPD.

"The proposal must be realistic
in terms of ( the degree oft equipment
usage and student involvement,"
Yengoyan said. The person who
would receive the grant must have a
working knowledge of the equipment
to be received.

SJSU

continued from page i

Police described the escaped sus- peel as a black male about 20 years
old. The man is about 5 feel 8 inches
tall and 160 pounds. He was last seen
wearning a black warm-up jacket
with a stripe

Committees on the West
evaluate proposals from the East
Coast, and vice versa. Committee
members give each proposal a numerical rating after weighing the
"merits and problems" of each one.
Yengoyan said.

PEDAL ON IN
TO SAN JOSE _wit:m.4w

discussion about "Aspects of Place
and Religion in Irish Literature,"
"Irish in the California Gold Rush,"
and "Reflections on Culture and the
Fieldwork among the Rural Irish and
Pueblo Indians." There were also
sessions analyzing Irish literature,
with professors from the University
of Hawaii and the University of
Washington leading the discussions.
"We have a good time when we
get together," Walsh said.
SJSU worked with the host, the
UC-San Francisco, on the three-day
weekend. Members of the SJSU history and English departments helped
put together the various program
presented, said Walsh, who played an
leading role in establishing the regional organization.
Walsh said he became interested
in the organization after he taught
American history in Ireland in
1972-73 and 1980-81. Walsh is also the
author of four books dealing with
Irish subjects. He wrote "The California Irish," The Irish: America’s
Political Class," "San Francisco’s
Hallanan: Toughest Laywer in
Town" and "Ethnic Militancy."
In between the meetings, the
members in the teaching profession
spend their time doing studies for the
following year’s conference, Walsh
said. Professors write papers on Irish
topics and then present their research at the conference.
"This is a cutting edge of new
knowledge," Walsh said.

fund research on chemical aging

GO WITH
THE GOLD.
Sponsored by the A SPR, Budweiser, and the Program Board

Thursday, October 17,
in the Student Union
Amphitheatre

Free, of course
Brought to you by SUPro
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Clark still intense
despite tough year
Two-position player lauds Gerald Willhite
By Rob Gibban,
Daily staff writer
K C Clark has a simple goal in
mind when he thinks about playing
football,
"What I’d like to do is win," he
said with a quiet determination that
belies his hard-hitting style of play in
a game he describes as "controlled
aggression."
;
"Winning is the bottom line," he
said. "I’d like to see us win, and
, that’s it."
This year, there have been pre, cious few wins for the 1-5 Spartans.
o However, Clark, a junior at SJSU,
s said he can’t dwell on past mistakes.
"You have to deal with it the
+ losses)," he said. "When you lose,
you have to block it out of your mind
f.and try not to make the same mistakes twice."
The Spartans’ poor start, along
with injuries that have led to a lack of
running success (290 yards in their
first five games), led to Clark’s being
moved from strong safety to running
back before Saturday’s game against
’Fresno State.
His statistics on defense were
certainly impressive. Last year, he
was second on the Spartans with 38
unassisted tackles and led the team
with three fumble recoveries. In five
’games this year, he was fourth on the
’team with 40 total tackles and led
,,SJSU with two interceptions.
The reason for the move to running back was quite simple:
"I wanted to help the team,"
Clark said. "I’ll do anything I can to
help us win."
Clark said he definitely prefers
playing on offense as opposed as defense, though he seems to panic’ularly relish one part of his job.
"I’d much rather be the one with
the ball, making touchdowns, punishing people and giving out the hits," he
said, emphasizing the word "hits."
Clark was pleased with his performance Saturday (14 rushes for 79
yards and two touchdowns) and with
his new role on the team at a position
he hadn’t played for four years, since
he was a senior at Sacramento’s Mc’ Clatchy High School.
As the Spartans’ new running
back. Clark said he plays with the
high level of intensity as did former
SJSU standout Gerald Willhite (also
a Sacramento native). Willhite attended SJSU in 1980 and 1981 and is
now with the Denver Broncos.
In addition to sheer ability, Clark
admires Willhite for his determination.
"Gerald has a lot of heart and a
lot of drive," Clark said. "He inspires
steam,"
Those are just the qualities that
make the 5-10, 181 -pound Clark able
to play running back, where he often
has to take on defensive linemen and
linebackers who are 60 or 70 pounds
heavier than him.
"K.C. is a fiery competitor,"
SJSU head coach Claude Gilbert
said. "He’s small, but he’s very
strong."
Offensive guard David Diaz-lntante agreed.
"K.C. is a great athlete," he said,
"and he’s a smart athlete because he
plays with a great deal of intensity no
matter what side of the line he’s on."
Clark doesn’t let the size differential bother him at all.
"It just comes down to your
shoulder pads, your helmet... and
your heart," he said.
He feels his years of experience
on the football field have been ver!,
valuable.

Clark named
Athlete of Week
SJSU running back K.C. Clark
has been selected as the first -ever
Spartan Daily/KSJS Athlete of the
Week for his performance in Satur
day’s game against Fresno State.
Clark ran for 79 yards and tw.,
touchdowns in 14 carries in Satur
day’s 37-17 loss to the Bulldogs. He
also caught one pass for nine yards.
This is the first Athlete of the
Week award. Each week, any Spartan athlete who distinguishes himself
or herself will receive the award.
"I’m an 11 -year veteran," he
said with a smile, talking about his
first year in football (1974,) when his
father signed him up to play on a Pop
Warner team to "keep me out of trouble."
"Football has been a real big influence on my life a real big influence," he said. "It’s a great game."
Clark said football will continue
to be a significant part of his life after
he graduates from SJSU with a degree in finance.
"I’d like to let football take me as
far as it can possibly take me," he
said.
However, even if he doesn’t play
football after college, Clark said he’ll
still be involved with the game.
"(Since) I’ve been around vi
long, I want to give something to the
game like what it gave to me," he
said, "so I would like to coach and
help other ballplayers.
"I’ll start with high school and
move up from there," he said.
Perhaps Clark’s comments on
his approach to his education best
sum his attitude toward football and
life in general.
"I’m giving it my best shot," he
said. "That’s alit can do."
He’s been giving his best shot on
the college football field for the Iasi
two years, a fact to which many
bruised and battered opponents
would no doubt testify.

Ron Cockerille - Daily staff photographer

Spartan strong safety -turned running hack K.C. Clark scores one of his two touchdowns Saturday against Fresno state
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’If’ only that short, thin word hadn’t been invented
The Official Score

Scott
Vigallon

Sports Editor

WORDS are synonymous with certain
MANY of the sports world. Where would
aspects
athletics be without the words: "hustle,"
"drive," "intensity," "courts," "renegotiation" and
"cocaine?"
But the word sports fans seem to dread the most is
that two-letter bugaboo on page 445 of the Random

House Dictionary "II
The word has been utirrott ;it [lir eartiost ot sporting
events. A few aficionados back in ancient Greece were
once heard to say, "How many planets can Hercules lift
over his head if he starts taking steroids?" Others
wondered how many Triple Crowns Pegasus would have
won if it wasn’t banished from horse racing after being
caught fondling a young filly.
Today, that skinny word still produces many topics
of discussion. Witness:
Would Larry Holmes have threatened Rocky
Marciano’s record if he fought some real contenders?
If Billy Martin was a boxer, would he have
threatened Marciano’s record?
What would Don King’s hair look like if his barber
ve,s not blind?
What would have happened if the Dodgers had
walked Jack Clark in the ninth inning yesterday?
Will it really matter if the Giants get a new
stadium?
Imagine if the Warriors had kept Bernard King, Gus
Williams and Robert Parrish.
What if Franklin Meuli ever signed his players on
time?

If Meuli won the California Lottery, would he still
sign his players?
What if Joe Barry Carroll had decided to become an
Italian citizen and changed his name to Joe Barry
Corleone?
Will the 49ers get back on track if their players, fans
and head coach stop crying?
HAT IF Wendell Tyler was a spokesman for
Elmer’s Glue?
Will hell freeze over if the SJSU football
team draws 30,000 fans to Spartan Stadium?
Will heaven burn up if the stadium expansion is ever
finished?
Would Steve Garvey be Steve Garvey if he grew a
beard and long hair?
Would the Invaders have won the USFL
championship if their uniforms were silver and black?
Who cares if the USFL plays during the fall next
year?
Who cares if it even plays?
If Stony Evans hadn’t transferred to New Mexico,
could the Spartans’ basketball team have threatened to
win the PCAA?
If the team plays up to its potential and receives a

W

few breaks, can it win the conference anyways?
Wouldn’t it be easier, though, if the Spartans had a
7-foot center?
Would Americans have gotten a chance to get sick
of Mary Lou Retton if the Russians hadn’t boycotted the
’84 Olympics?
If Patrick Ewing earns $2 million a year, how much
is Kareem Abdul-Jabbar worth?
If Michael Jordan isn’t the most exciting athlete
these days, who is?
If K.C. Clark and Teri DeBusk aren’t the best
athletes on their respective SJSU teams, who are?
If the Spartan football team continues its losing
ways, will the Gold Rush ever be more than a nugget?
Will the already -apathetic SJSU fans become even
more so if the team keeps losing?
If the A’s had kept Rickey Henderson, would they
have won the A.L. West?
Would Henderson have played as hard if the A’s
hadn’t traded him?
Would Lyle Alzado be doing Burger King
commercials if he was playing in Oakland?
Would I have finished this column in time if my
roommate Tim hadn’t helped me out?

SJSU shuts out Broncos 1-0 for 2nd straight victory
By Scott Van Camp
Daily staff writer
Overcoming a tenacious secondhalf Santa Clara offense, the SJSU
soccer team beat the Broncos 1-0
Tuesday night before a crowd of 100
at Buck Shaw Stadium.
It was the Spartans’ second
straight victory after a winless
streak of eight games. Their overall
record stands a 5-7-2, 2-1 in the Pacific Soccer Conference. Santa Clara
fell to 5-8-1,0-3 in the PSC.
The Spartans took the 1-0 lead
into the second half and managed to
hold off a swarming SCU offense.
SJSU goalie Joe Gangale finished
the game with five saves, most in the
last 45 minutes of play. Most crucial
was a Bronco shot that carommed off
the right post and into Gangale’s
arms.
"We were very lucky on that

Clark lifts
Cardinals into
World Series
LOS ANGELES (AP)
Jack
Clark, acquired in the offseason to
put some power in a lineup built on
speed, hit a three-run home run with
two out in the ninth inning to give the
St. Louis a 7-5 victory over Los Angeles Wednesday and send the Cardinals into their 14th World Series.
Twice, the Cardinals fought back
from deficits to beat the Dodgers in
the sixth game of the National
League playoffs.
Ozzie Smith, the playoff Most
Valuable Player who had won the
fifth game with a ninth-inning homer,
capped a three-run seventh with a
run -scoring triple that tied the score
4-4, but the Dodgers regained the lead
on a lead-off homer by Mike Marshall
in the eighth.
Facing the Dodgers’ ace reliever, Tom Niedenfuer, the Cardinals started their winning rally with
one out in the ninth on a single by Willie McGee, who came into the game
with only four hits in 21 playoff at bats.
McGee stole second and Niedenfuer then walked Smith, whose ninthinning homer in Game 5 had beaten
the Dodgers relief pitcher.
A bouncing ball to first by
Tommy Herr sent the runners to second and third, and Clark, the Cardinals’ cleanup hitter, hit the first pitch
deep into the left field stands as
Dodgers outfielder Pedro Guerrero
watched helplessly.
Guerrero threw his mitt to the
ground in disgust and the Cardinals
poured out of their dugout to welcome
Clark, who had only one previous
RBI in the series.
The hit put the Cardinals in only
their second World Series since divisional play was instituted in 1969. The
Cardinals won the 1982 World Series
over Milwaukee in seven games

play. It was a good, hard shot that
should have gone in," Gangale said.
Desperate in the last few minutes
for the tying goal, Bronco coach
Ralph Perez pulled his goalie, Todd
Neel, out of the net and up to midfield
to direct the offensive attack. The
Spartans have yet to try the move
this season, and according to Gangale, the strategy can easily backfire.
"Whenever a goalie is moved out
like that, the opposing team has a

great opportunity for a fast -break
goal if the keeper can’t get back in
position," he said.
Near the game’s end, an argument ensued between Perez and
SJSU coach Julius Menendez regarding the stopping of the scoreboard
clock. Menendez contended that the
clock should have been running,
while Perez said the scoreboard time
was not the official time, but was
being kept on the sidelines.

"Next time you can take care of
the clock, Julie," Perez yelled.
The Broncos’ comeback attempt
ended with two close corner kicks by
SCU that the Spartans managed to
head away. Gangale then held the
ball for the last 30 seconds to seal the
win.
SJSU kept offensive control for
most of the first half. Rich Rollins
scored the lone goal 37 minutes into
the game on an pass from Nick Rotte-

veel.
"I found myself open in front of
the net and yelled to Nick for the
pass. Their goalie (Neel) had to come
out to cut off the angle, and I just put
it past him," Rollins said.
The junior back said the goal was
very similar to one he had missed in
practice on Monday.
"I took some flak from the team
for blowing that try, so it was nice to
have the same situation come up

again," he said
Menendez wasn’t worried about
the scoreless Spartan second half,
even though the team has managed
just three goals in the last five
games.
"I don’t think we sat on the lead.
Santa Clara just played much better
than they had in the first half," Menendez said.
The Spartans host the University
of San Francisco at 2 p.m. Saturday.

Before you make
a long distance commitment,
make sure you know
what you’re aetting into.

Cowboys are
no longer a
selfish team
IRVING, Texas (AP) The biggest difference in this season’s Dallas
Cowboys compared with the 1984
team that missed the playoffs is the
absence of clubhouse lawyers, Coach
Tom Landry says.
In training camp, several Dallas
players made the point that the 1984
Cowboys were a selfish bunch
"There was too much back -biting
going on," defensive end Ed "Too
Tall" Jones admitted.
With harmony in the locker
room, the Cowboys have streaked to
a 5-1 record and a two-game lead
over Washington, St. Louis and the
New York Giants, all 3-3, in the Na
bona! Football League’s NFC East
"We have a lot of things we have
to get better at," Landry said at a
press luncheon, "but if you told MP
this summer we would be 5-1 right
now, I’d be very surprised.
"Last year we got down in the
gutter with a 9-7 record, including a
loss to Buffalo. We were embarrassed by that

If Fletcher Christian and Captain Bligh had
known what being stuck in the same boat
would mean, chances are neither would have
set foot aboard.
And if you’re stuck in the same boat with a long
distance company that doesn’t give you all the
services you need, it easy to harbor mutinous
thoughts.
But when you pick AT&T as your long distance
company, you know you’re in for smooth sailing.

You’ll get trouble-tree, reliable service. Immediate
connectionseven during the busiest hours.
Guaranteed 60% and 40% discounts off our Day
Rate on state-to-state calls. And operators to
assist you with immediate credit for wrong
numbers and collect calling.
So when you’re asked to choose a long distance
company, sign aboard with AT&T With AT&T Long
Distance Service, you’ll never be left stranded.
Reach out and touch someone:

...061111tion

AT&T

C 1985 AT&T Communications

The right choice.
".111111111w
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Ask most beer drinkers and they’ll likely agree:
nothing tastes better than beer from a keg.
Ever since the days young men delivered bucketfuls
to your door, keg beer has always been fresher. That’s
because it isn’t cooked to preserve it like most bottled
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Well, now we’ve found a way to deliver the same
fresh draft taste in a bottle. A beer specially coldfiltered instead of cooked, so it tastes like it was drawn
straight from the keg.
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Original Draught
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Patrons have last laugh
By Aaron Crowe
To be a successful comedian on Amateur
Night at the Last Laugh in San Jose, the following ingredients must be mixed well:
I. Timing
2. A good joke to tell.
3. A feel for the audience.
4. Nerves of steel.
Now mix them all together and put the
comedian on stage in front of a crowd with
their arms folded. If everything is not mixed
correctly, a possible success could be a flop.
The Last Laugh, at 29 N. San Pedro, has
Amateur Night every Monday night to give
amateurs a chance to strut their stuff for five
minutes.
There were more flops than successes on
Monday, Oct. 7, and one of the few successes
at the comedy club was an SJSU graduate.
Mike Rivera, a Spring 1985 graduate who
said his advertising degree is "rather worthless," tried to entertain the crowd of about 50
for five minutes.
It was along five minutes.
"Sometimes I travel two hours and perform five minutes with three people in the audience," Rivera said.
The crowd was tough and Rivera said
that he would normally take risks in his act,
because that’s how a comic improves.
"They’re really critical here (on Amateur Night) and I must go to the old stuff that
I can rely on," Rivera said.

"Hey, how about Prince’s body," Rivera
asks. "I haven’t seen a chest like that since
Jimmy Walker."
For only $2, you can pay to see some of
the comics return week after week to try
their same old routines. Rivera comes to Amateur Night as often as he can so he can try
new material, although this night was different.
"I think I’m funnier because I’m able to
take more risks," he said. "At least I’m trying. I’d rather try and bite it than not try at
all.
"It’s not work," Rivera said. "You love it
and you go and kill yourself."
Comedians such as Robin Williams, improvise to fit the mood of the crowd, Rivera
said. Comedians can count on a good joke and
timing to hit most of the crowd, but a feel for
the audience is the most important ingredient.
"As I’m walking up on stage I want to be
able to change my whole act to the audience
almost like a chameleon," Rivera said.
All comics have their own style but the
best style to learn is to try "to get accustomed to being blank on stage," he said.
The show started about 8 p.m. and ended
by 10:30 p.m., as it usually does. By 10 p.m.
the crowd had dwindled to about 15. It was a
rough night but Rivera was not disheartened.
"I want to be able to do this every night
and have fun," he said.
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Hilton’s ’Sunday Opera’ thrills the audience
By John Ramos
In an elegant surrounding,
with a fireplace, a crystal chandelier, some wine, a grand piano, and
voices with clean operatic tones,
there is pure joy every Sunday at
the beautifully renovated Sainte
Claire Hilton at Market and San
Carlos street in downtown San
Jose.
Live aria performances in
German, French, Latin, English
and Italian by singers from Europe, Asia, San Francisco or San
Jose thrill the open-mouthed audiences, who seem not to believe
what they are seeing.
For over two years it’s been
"Sunday Night at the Opera" in
the Sainte Claire Hilton’s Barrington Lounge. Most of the performers are from Opera San Jose but
some come from Germany and
China, said Ron Ealy, tenor
singer, who is host and coordinator
of the show.
Ealy started the evening with
an aria in Italian that was like a
serenade to the audience. His
tenor voice was crisp and it had a
smooth flow that had a sense of purity about it and the audience was
attentive and quiet, even in an elegant, yet, informal surrounding.
Chemical Engineer Ca ryn
Hartglass’s soprano voice lashed
out to the audience, expressing the
moods of a lady (character in an
opera ) singing of seeing a maiden’s ghost or expressing the delight of being in love.
Hartglass has performed in

IT

(41.

Jim Bricker

NO LIMITS

Musical refuge

Rock reflection

A suggestion box.
A yellow and burgundy striped carpet.
The album cover of Dire Strait’s latest,
"Brothers in Arms." Plenty of green
plants by the window. Two students
playing chess, and a group of people
quietly chatting in one of the corners. A
person glancing through "U.S. News and
World Report."
A board with listings of upcoming
concerts in the Bay Area. Another person
snoring away in one of the comfortable
armchairs, totally unaware of her class
time ticking away.
The scene is from a Friday afternoon in
the Music Listening Room on the second
floor of the Student Union.
On top of it all; the music and lyrics
from Depeche Mode’s album, "Some
Great Reward."
Working week’s come to its end
Party time is here again
Everyone can come if they want to
Tucked away between the Art
Gallery and other rooms in the Student
Union, the music room is a haven for any
stressed-out student on campus. Despite
the clashing colored carpet, the place
can make you forget about Monday blues
and prepare you for the Friday groove
instead.
Where else on campus can you find
such good entertainment? Where else
can you listen to (without disturbing
commercials) 746 soul, jazz, rock or
foreign records ( plus classical -orchestra
and special music) for free? Not to
mention the 182 cassettes with two
albums recorded on each. You can also
check out headphones and games in
exchange for your student body card.
About 50 magazines plus the San
Francisco Chronicle and San Jose
Mercury News are also available daily.
Obviously, a lot of students seem to
know how fortunate they are, and they do
use the services of the Music Listening

The rock concert season is winding
down now. Concord Pavilion’s shows will
end soon and the Coliseum green will be
given a chance to rejuvenate during the
winter. The big names Prince and
Bruce Springsteen have come and
gone. Now that there is very little to look
forward to, except maybe for Heart’s
tour in November, it is time to look back
at the 1985 season and reflect.

Christine
Frankendal

Room often. At times when it’s raining
outside, or during lunch hours, the room
can get quite crowded. People bring their
brown bags over instead of going to the
pub or the bakery.
That’s when mixing the sound
becomes a challenge for the people who
work there. They usually keep the
volume on the number two level of the
turntable, but it’s something one has to
"feel out and play with," said Paul at the
control desk. If there are many groups in
the room studying, reading or
socializing, background music might be
the best. Yet in the morning, people will
be energized with rock or jazzy beats.
Twice a semester, the Music
Listening Room receives about 15-20 new
albums. They are selected based on
previous experience and in accordance
with the requests in the suggestion box.
So why not go up there and listen to the
latest of Talking Heads or Thompson
Twins. Or drop down an album request
in the suggestion box. The room is open
from 8:30 a.m. to 7 p.m. Monday through
Thursday, and from 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Friday.
If Associated Students ever gets the
idea of announcing a contest for "The
Most Wholesome Place on Campus," the
Music Listening Room on the second
floor of the Student Union should win the
prize.

In February, rock’s illustrious yet
elusive sex wimp Prince rocked
Oakland. I went to this concert because
my 26-year-old friend Alison suddenly
reverted back to her high school days
and insisted I accompany her. On the day
of the concert, as Alison was primping
into purple, I searched my mind to figure
out why I was going to Prince. Certainly I
didn’t owe any of his records.
To my surprise, Prince is much more
talented than I thought he would be. He
can control an audience with a shift of his
hip. Although his suggestive movements
and innuendos were not to my taste, he
was able to sit down alone at the piano
and sing a finely crafted song.
An opportunity came up to see Rick
Springfield, someone I would never pay
to see. Hundreds of teenyboppers
attested to the fact that he was
surprise, surprise actually quite
entertaining. He has a programmed
repertoire, but he does prove that he can
play an instrument with some feeling.
Still, his good looks were better to look at
than his music was to listen to.
Don Henley gave a rousing
performance at the Concord Pavilion.
His renditions of his original Eagles hits
were outstanding, as well as his current
songs. His concert had it all: lights,
scene setting and, above all, music. All
he made me do was dance.
The highlight of ’85 was almost a
toss-up, but Dire Straits won out over

J.M.
Andermatt

Springsteen by a fine silk thread.
Front row, left side of the stage
seats. There is something to be said for
front seats. For once, I could see
performers close enough to see the strain
in their muscles as they played their
respective instruments. A perfect Indian
Summer e,,ening. That was the setting
for Mark Kneeler and entourage at the
Concord Pavilion.
Knopfler’s flawless guitar playing
was breathtaking. Technically, one of the
best guitarists ever. From his rather
prominent nose to his little red shoes, his
talent undermined everything else. I’m
certain he was playing to me as he sang
"So Far Away," two feet in front of me.
Springsteen the ultimate rock
performer gave everything he had for
both Oakland shows. The storyteller of
rock captivated his audience with his
amazing energy. But, of course, you
know what he sang and what he looked
like and what he said already. His
concerts work better in an enclosed area
such as last year’s venue, the Coliseum
Arena. Those shows, by the way, were
last year’s highlights.
There were other concerts, of course,
but one can’t see everything. (They
aren’t exactly running cheap these
days.) All in all, the 1985 concert season
was a memorable one.

several operas in the Bay Area including the roles of Barbarina in
"Marriage of Figaro,"1 West Bay
Opera ) and Papagena in "The
Magic Flute" I Opera San Jose).
Each singer performs an aria
(opera solo) or an art song (poetry
written to music) of their choice
and often it’s a piece they will perform at an audition or at a performance.
Ron Gerard, bass singer and
SJSU music department graduate,
was practicing the arias he will
perform at the National Opera Association finals in Louisville, Kentucky next month. Gerard was also
a regional finalist in the New York
Metropolitan National Auditions.
Rachel Louis, mezzo singer
and SJSU music department graduate, drove from San Francisco to
do pieces she will be performing in
the upcoming Opera San Jose production "Hansel and Gretel," in
which she plays Hansel. It is not
uncommon for mezzo performers
to do male parts.
Mezzo singer Constance Howard combined her talented voice
and acting skills to delight the audience with vibrant, charming,
and often comical presentaions of
opera classics.
Artist Phill Olds, tenor ( announcer for the Spartan band at
football games) was a bartender in
the Barrington Lounge once but
now he entertains with his brilliant
voice rather than liquid spirits. It
was his birthday and he was in
good voice.

Listening to opera artists at
the Barrington Lounge for the past
two and a half years has made !raj
Afsharpour. lounge bartender into
an opera fan.
"We have an older audience
(405 to 500 and they enjoy the
music very much. My favorite performer is Ron ( Ealy ), I like his
voice," Afsharpour said.
"I learn as well as appreciate
opera because each singer introduces their piece and you get to
know the work as well as the presence of the artist," said Lois
Beebe, a Santa Clara County employee.
After being in Barrington
Lounge for over three hours listening to the works of Joseph Verdi,
Fredric Von Flow, to Johann
Strauss, and Rossini done by beautiful operatic tenors, sopranos,
bass and mezzos, in all the languages of the universe, it was kind
of humbling to step out into San
Carlos Street and realize that San
Jose used to be a farmtown.
Admission to "Sunday Night
at the Opera" is free, drinks are $2
with the performances from 7 to 10
p.m. By 8:30 there were 75 people
in the 100 capacity lounge. (It’s
usually full, said Ealy I.
The show is made possible
through the courtesy of Stephen
Lin, owner of the Sainte Claire Hilton Hotel, who is an opera enthusiast.

Put miife\fun in your
Halloween!
PARTY
FOR
LESS

Min
Bass singer Ron Gerard
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Rundgren solos a cappella

Taqueria serves up
fresh Mexican fare
By Shannon Rasmussen
If you’re looking for a relaxing
atmosphere, quality food and
quick service, there’s a restaurant
close by that meets all three standards. It’s Super Taqueria
TacosBurritosTo go
at 476S. 10th
St.
For the students, families and
local business people that break at
this wonderful little spot, the food
is s0000 good and inexpensive too.
The menu offers quesadillas,
burritos, tacos and tortas (sandwiches) with all sorts of combinations and meat fillings.
The quesadillas are hot soft
corn or flour tortillas, either plain
or with your choice of meat. They
range between 70 cents to $1 plain
and $1.25 to $1.80 with a meat
filling.
But the big mouth-watering selection is the soft shelled tacos and
steaming burritos, wrapped in
lined paper to save your hands and
clothes from the pan juices and
served in a colorful "fish and
chips" basket.
These tacos aren’t like the
ones other Mexican fast food restaurants serve. These don’t crumble they are soft and everything
stays inside the shell, instead of
your lap on your first bite.
Take your choice of fillings
whether it be pork, beef or even
ham. It’s up to you. But be careful
when you want to add a little spice
with the hot sauce. It is exactly

By

what it is suppose to be: very, very
hot.
The burritos, like the tacos,
are something that melts in your
mouth. There are four types of
meat filling for everyone’s testing.
Carrie asada is fried sirloin
tips, fried right before your eyes
on an open griddle, mixed with
pinto beans and tasty juices with a
tomato sauce.
The chili verde meat filling is
also a taster’s delight, yet somewhat spicy. It is made with pork
mixed with green chili and pan
juices.
There’s also the chorizo. This
is a spicier dish, the filling made
with pork sausages, beans and tomato sauce. This is a little too
greasy for sensitive stomachs so
be forewarned.
And finally the carnitas. This
is pork, beans and the tomato
sauce.
All of these fillings are available for the tacos as well, the
prices for each dish low and worth
the quality and quantity you receive.
Tacos are $1.50 and burritos
are $2 with beans and your choice
of meat. Fresh avocado, cheese or
sour cream is 20 cents extra. There
is also a super taco and super burrito for $1.90 and 82.40 respectively. The supers come with the
avocado, cheese and sour cream
automatically.
Tortas are available for $2.25.

pot is $7.95.
Weekend specials of porridge
with tripe innards, are available
for $3. Desserts include lotus root,
seaweed and longan, and jelly tapioca with coconut milk, $1.15 each.
Soybean milk, Vietnamese coffee
and coconut juice are also served.

VINYL

Fresh, homemade-style Mexican food is served at Super Taqueria
Once again it’s your choice on
fillings from pork (carnitas), ham
( jamon), pork loin ( lomo) and
steak (bistec).
The most important thing
about this fast food restaurant, so
convenient to SJSU students and
downtown businesses, is that everything is fresh and homemade.
The ingredients are not prepared
packages shipped to the back door
in cardboard boxes to throw in the
microwave. It’s real Mexican
food.
The atmosphere is relaxing, as
it reminds you of an enlarged
kitchen. The counter is open and
you can watch them prepare your
very own dish and the quick

The atmosphere is simple and
somewhat stark, but curious food,
ethnic music and jasmine tea create the essence of Indochina. Yung
Tau is open from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Sunday through Thursday, and
from 9 a.m. to 10 p.m. Friday and
Saturday.

HAVE A

I
I

Scott Van Kamp

Todd Rundgren has always
been different from most recording artists. From his numerous
solo works ("Something/Anything," "Wizard, A True Star,") in
which he plays all the instruments,
to his more commercial forays

Vung Tau: Vietnamese cuisine
By Gloria J. Debowski
Are you game enough for a
salted dish of grilled eel with green
onion and fat? What about a mixed
salad of shrimp, jellyfish and
pork? These dishes may sound unusual but at Vung Tau, 457 E. San
Carlos Street, they are the cornmon fare.
Not only are the selections
startling, but the portions are surprising as well. For just $3.50 you
can buys "rice plate" such as barbequed chicken in lemon grass,
white rice with a spicy sauce, two
egg rolls, a lettuce and tomato
salad, and a side dish of bean
sprouts with cilantro. No burgers
and fries here. Just Vietnamesestyle food and lots of it .
While there is plenty of food
per serving, it isn’t of the highest
quality. The chicken I had was a
little greasy, the salad slightly dry
and the plate of bean sprouts a curiosity. The rice and sauce were
tasty. Egg rolls, served with a
mild sauce for dipping, were the
highlight of the meal.
Selections range from shrimp
cakes with fish sauce for an appetizer 42.751 and large bowls of
sour soup with catfish 44.751 to
Thailand -style fish
served over
sugar cane
($5.25) and "firepots," spicy combination dishes.
The eel and banana blossom fire-
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Halloween Party!
*We’ll Deliver*

WITCH’S BREW
DRINKS!
I
(’Lr’el- HAUNTING SNACKS!
It’s Fun, Affordable, and
I 10% Off with this Coupon

movements of the worker’s hands
as he cuts avocados, stirs the juicy
meats and rolls the soft shells.
"Cincuenta ...50...cincuenta ,"
the cook says when your order is
complete and ready for you to pick
up from the counter. There’s no
waitress. It’s serve yourself. It’s
fast food remember, but then the
food is so much better. Even the
simple tomato sauce is homemade.

Patrick Fredricks,,,

The hours to try this link
kitchen restaurant are from 11
a.m. to 9 p.m. seven days a week.
They take phone orders until 8:45
p.m. at 292-3470. It’s cash only.
One thing. You’d better be
hungry because this is quantity
and quality food. The burritos and
tacos are long, thick and filling.
From your first bite you’ll
know you’ve picked the right
choice. In one word yum.

45alutes

SJSU
Students

Thank You for Your
Continued Patronage.
"civ7;79.6"E;WL;;;TLTZ7Z7s..
-Lunch - Dinner -Casual Catering

I

A A.%.

Call Mmmmm Michele’s
(408) 446-4203
10889 S. Blaney Ave.. Cupertino

336 East Williams St.
297-1132
173 W. Santa Clara St.
295-5044
wo prowl) ES]

with the band Utopia, Rundgren
remains experimental and innovative.
His latest album, "A Cappelts," displays both of those
trademarks. Except for some light
percussion, Rundgren uses only
his voice, dubbed over many
times, to create a 10-song effort.
Rundgren produced and engineered it as well.
Warning: "A Cappella" is not
the kind of music for cruising down
the boulevard. It takes some serious scrutiny.
With the lack of normal hack -

up instruments, the album sounds
strange at first. Rundgren doesn’t
have a smooth voice, but it’s distinctive, natural and in tune.
Side one begins to shine with
"Pretending Not To Care." Rundgren has always been best with the
"love lost" songs, like 1978’s "Can
We Still Be Friends." "Pretending..." has a similar impact.
The next cut, "Hodja," sports
a predictable but catchy bass
rhythm. By now the listener should
be used to the "different" sound.
The second side features more
experimentation. In both "Miracle
In the Bazaar" and "Lockjaw,"
Rundgren creates sounds reminiscent of the "Wizard..." album.
It’s even more amazing because
he doesn’t use his usual vehicle.
the synthesizer, to create the
dreamlike, grandiose sounds.
Rundgren then displays true
"A Cappella" talent with the song
"Honest Work," an ode to the
downtrodden

My family is lost to me
they couldn’t bear the hurt
to see the state their boy is in
for lack of honest work.
As he has proved over the
years, Rundgren makes the kind of
music he wants, and because of it.
he hasn’t had much Top 40 success. But he has developed a
strong following of listeners who
respect his independence and musical expertise.
"A Cappella" probably won’t
go platinum, but to Rundgren,
that’s not the point

Sports book borders on absurd
By Rob Gibbany
Here is something for the real
sports nut, the kind of person who
actually watches ESPN’s roundthe-clock coverage of important
sporting events such as rodeo and
Australian rules football.
Eugene Lesser’s new book,
"Sports Birthdays," (published by
Ed Buryn, San Francisco, $9.95) is
perfect for such a person (assuming such a person actually exists).
Only a sports fanatic could appreciate or even understand it.
The book, a cross between an
almanac, a calendar and an encyclopedia, is divided into 365 sections, one for each day of the year.
Each day has a listing of the
sports figures born on that day,
along with anecdotes about those
people.
For example, a look at Oct. 3
reveals "Dave Winfield (1951- 1...
Your basic superstar outfielder...
Despite his gifts (because of
them’?), he is not a popular player.
Big guys aren’t supposed to be
cocky. Big guys are supposed to be
humble like Dale Murphy."
"Sports Birthdays" covers
athletes from numerous sports, including baseball, football, basketball, track and field, golf, tennis
and racing.
In addition to the printed information, each "day" also has space
at the bottom to allow the reader to
write reminders of important
dates, such as birthdays or anniversaries, or to put in one’s own
personal sports notes (Oct. 27
the day I broke the 4-minute mile;
Feb. 6 the day I bowled my 20th
300-game).
For example, in the Jan. 1
entry, Lesser wrote a few notes at
the bottom of the page: "Rocky
Graziano (1922)... Middleweight
champ 1947-1948... This clever passage looks as if
it’s been written out instead of
being typed, apparently to show

the grizzled sports fan how he (or
she) is supposed to use this book as
a handy, dandy, personalized reference guide.
That clever idea and, in fact,

BOOKS
the concept for the whole book,
borders on the absurd.
The true sports nut may care
that Danny Fortmann, a Hall of
Fame lineman with the Chicago
Bears between 1936 and 1943 who
was born on April 11, went "on to
become a prominent physician",
but who else would?
In fairness to I..esser, a former
sports columnist for the San Francisco Examiner (in fact, the book
is a compildtion of his old columns), his book may contain interesting anecdotes about some of the
better-known sports figures.
However, these few interesting tidbits are surrounded and
drowned out by an overwhelming
majority of nauseating informa-

tion more appropriately suited for
"Trivial Pursuit" than for a book
that claims to be a "unique biographical almanac."
Perhaps the problem is due to
the scope of the book and the format in which it is presented.
Other books that have had
similiar goals have often been
much more enjoyable because
they concentrated on one sport,
such as baseball, and they weren’t
presented in a dry, dull manner
(which is certainly the case with
Lesser’s book).
For example, "Baseball’s Unforgettables," by Mac Davis (author of more than 15 sports books,
not the singer) uses short one- or
two-page narratives to describe a
particular event or personality of
interest to baseball fans.

New Cheap Trick
is no ’At Budokan’
By Tyrone van Hooydonk
The boys from Illinois are
back after a year-long hiatus
with their ninth LP, "Standing
on the Edge."
Cheap Trick’s latest is not
another "At Budokan" but it’s
probably worth the price of admission for CT followers.
Not one of the ten new
songs is completely void of musical merit, and half of them
are among the group’s best
work in recent years (which
isn’t saying much).
Their new album sounds a
lot like their earlier material,
much of which was based loosely on the Beatles’ "White
Album."
Cheap Trick is trying to get
back to where it once belonged.
The new album starts off
with the stupid, but catchy
"Little Sister." It sounds like
something off of "The Best of
ABBA." Cheesy happy rock.
All of the band members
turn in fine performances
somewhere but they rarely do it
on the same song.
Lead singer Robin Zander
has an incredible range and a
good raspy rock’n’roll voice;
Nielsen’s guitar work is often
superb; and bassist Jon Brant
and drum pounder Bun E. Carlos can back them up well.

Zander does overdo it
sometimes. You lunge for the
treble knob when he hits some
highs, and his crybaby crooning
on "Love Comes" turns a sad
song into apathetic one

VINYL
Most of the good tracks are
on side two. It opens with
"Standing on the Edge," a
funny tune about "a vision"
that comes to Zander in the
middle of the night and flashes
his life before him.
"Cover Girl" really shows
what the band is capable of. It’s
a good old-fashioned style rock
’n’ roll song about one man’s
six -year fantasy with a model.
Zander doesn’t wail your ears
off and Nielsen does a fine solo.
The songs on the album are
hits or misses because of their
writing. Writing some of them
must have taken several paper
napkins on the way to the studio.
Nielsen should get back together with "At Budokan" producer Tom Werman and steer
the band away from doing nothing but teenage love songs.
They should grow up before
they just grow old.

Jazz Shoes
For Dance. General Excursions
and Random Cool Behavior.
-

But there’s one good thing
about "Sports Birthdays": those
who read it before going to bed
shouldn’t have any trouble falling
asleep. The sleeping pill industry
should take note of one of its newest competitors.

r--- STUDENT MONEY STRETCHER COUPON--,

2 for 1

Ti’ Capelio
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for men and
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Miniature Golf
Special

Available in
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Double Your Tokens
Up To $5.00

Golfland
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San Jose
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Limit 2 people per coupon
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At left: Members of a
parachuting club practice
a manuever they plan to
do together in the air.
Below: Kraig Kliewer,
SJSU advertising senior,
peers anxiously out the
window of the airplane at
2200 feet. Behind him is
divemaster Dee Falks.
The airplane holds only
three people in addition to
the pilot and the
divemaster, Kliewer said.

Floating on air
’Once you’re out
in the sky, it’s
great. I felt like
I really
accomplished
something.’
Kraig
Kliewer,
SJSU senior

Text by
Alison C Ziganti
Photographs by
Mie Schneider

YOU EVER had the intense urge to do
HAVE
something crazy like jump out of a fast-moving
plane’?
Well, for those adventuresome enough to actually go
through with it, Adventure Aerosports Incorporated in
Hollister has got you covered. . .with the safest, most
state-of-the-art skydiving equipment available today.
Dee Falks, an instructor at Adventure Aerosports
who has eight years of skydiving experience behind him,
felt that the biggest concern students have about
skydiving, which would prohibit them from engaging in it,
is a malfunction of the parachute.
Falks, however, assured his students that a
rectangular parachute the type used for their
instruction will malfunction only once in six-hundred
Jumps.
"Even then, the malfunction is something that can be
fixed with a few minor adjustments," Falks said.
According to William Gere, graduate of SJSU and
owner of Adventure Aerosports, which has been in
existence for approximately six months, students of
skydiving come from all walks of life.
"There is no stereotype of a skydiver," Gere said.
"Most, if not all, of the people that come to learn
skydiving here are achievers, though. They’re all goal oriented, adventuresome people of all ages. They’re the
mountain climbers, whitewater rafters and downhill
racers who are looking for another challenge."
Classes for what’s known as the world’s most exciting
sport begin at 9 a.m. at the Hollister Airport
Reservations are recommended, however, due to limited
space availability in the classroom. The company will
take up to 24 students at a time per class. Depending on
the class size and weather conditions, the length of time
varies.
Topics covered throughout the day of instruction
include How a Parachute Works. Aircraft Procedure,
Emergency Procedures, Canopy Control and Landing.
Aircraft Exiting Technique and an Overview of Advanced
Techniques.
Video tapes and practical application are the main
modes of instruction Adventure Aerosports uses.
SJSU student Kraig Kliewer. a senior advertising
major, participated in last Saturday’s classes and felt the
instruction was very thorough.
"When I made the jump, I felt like I was on the edge,"
Kliewer said. "It was a do or die situation, butt put

everything I learned together and did it. I felt like the sky
was the limit and I had reached it."
Safety is heavily emphasized throughout the day of
classes and application. The instructors lay it on the line
for the students when they say that every jump is not
going to be picture perfect. However, in the event of a
malfunction, every possible option the diver can apply to
relieve the situation is brought up.
When the moment to jump finally arrives, three
students at a time are brought up in the company-owned
Cessna to put the application and six commands they
learned to actual use. The instructor isn’t there to hold the
students hand anymore. It’s just the diver and the
elements who can make it a successful jump.
Arch! (one thousand) Look! (one thousand) Reach!
(one thousand) Pull! (one thousand) Check! (one
thousand) Check! (one thousand). These six commands
will live in the minds of those who have ever been
skydiving, most likely forever. According to Falks, who
heavily emphasized them during instruction, they are
what make or break the dive.
"The overall key to a successful jump is the arch,"
Falks said, the arch being the curvature of the body.
which allows for a smoother flight.
"Without a good arch, the diver could get caught up in
the wind current and become unstable. The arch and the
commands are the key to success."
Altitude is also an important aspect of a beginners
dive, Falks said. "The higher the altitude, the better your
chances of getting out of a bad situation are."
Kliewer was the first of his class to attempt the jump
and although he felt a bit jittery while waiting in the
plane, he was ready for it.
"Getting out of the plane and hanging from the wing
was the most difficult part in terms of fear," Kliewer
said. "Once you’re out in the sky, it’s great. I felt like I
really accomplished something. I don’t think the
adventure of it will ever goaway." Kliewer is already
looking towards his second jump, which is included in the
price of the course.
Cost for instruction, equipment, a flight log and it
diploma is currently at $140. However, Gere offers
students a $20 discount . If a group of ten or more come
together, the class is offered at $90.
Anyone wishing to obtain more information or
reserve space in a class may call William Gere at (408)
636-0117.
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Far left: Kliewer
practices proper
procedures for opening
Isis parachute while
hanging from a
harness. At this time,
divemaster Dee Falks
quizzed him on what to
do if his lines were to
get twisted in the air or
other eniergencies.
Left: Parachute club
members land safely on
their feet.
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loods, Jack Mack and the Heart
Attack, Jeff Berlin, City Kid, and
Flora Purim and Airto.
The concert is sponsored by
Californians Against Hunger and
Sickness (CASH); radio station
ROME; Metro, a newspaper based
in downtown San Jose; and Catholic Relief Services.
CASH is a new organization
dedicated to sponsor concerts for
special needs, said founder Steve
Thomas. The idea was conceived
three months ago by Thomas who
has arranged shows at the Santa
Cruz Civic Auditorium and Coconut Grove Ballroom.

KSJS rides alternative
24 hour ’rhythm wave’
By Phil Loom is
Listeners, start your radios.
But, before you get caught
n the same old rat race of the
same old stations playing the
same old tunes, time after time
after time, set your dial to 90.7
and give KSJS a ride.
The campus radio station of
SJSU, KSJS, offers a break
from the monotony of pop rock,
with what program director
Julie Ansara calls the "rhythm
wave."
new
progressive
"It’s
music," Ansara said. "We’re
independent. We play some
music that’s on other stations,
but not much."
Now on the air 24 hours
each day, KSJS offers a variety
of music and programs for its
listeners.
Monday through Friday the
programming is based on the
"rhythm wave" sound, playing
mostly
lesser-known
rock
groups. From 6 a.m. Saturday
to 6 a.m. Monday they change
to a jazz-fusion format, featuring jazz-fusion, traditional
jazz and easy rock, Ansara
said.
Programs on KSJS include

interviews with the bands featured on the station, ("On the
Way Up," Monday, 6 p.m.), an
oldies show, ("Dennis Terry’s
Oldies," Wednesday 6 p.m. to 10
p.m.), an album of the week
(Thursday,
10:15
feature,
p.m.), a latino affairs program,
("Cara a Cara,"Friday, 6 p.m. )
and many others.
On alternate Tuesday evenings they feature "Tower
Talks,"( interviews with faculty, staff, Associated Students
representatives), and "Perspective," ( issues of interest to
the community with interviews
of perhaps the mayor or a
member of the San Jose City
Council).
The station also carries
many sports events, including
all home football games and
many volleyball matches, Ansara said. They also have live
broadcasts of San Jose City
Council meetings every other
Tuesday at 7 p.m.
"We want the campus to be
aware of us. We’re campus
oriented," Ansara said. "We’ve
tried to find our own niche
where we can find some listenership."

"The CASH idea is to turn the
talent the organization has into
helping the needy or organizations
like the Mexican relief fund,"
Thomas said.
The concert was suggested by
Javier Paramo, who worked in the
semiconductor industry for 12
years before joining Steve Thomas
with his efforts at CASH. Paramo
is now CASH’s assistant director.
"Catholic
Relief Services
(CRS) are involved because they
are wired into the scene in Mexico
and can deliver the funds there,"
Thomas said

Events
The movie "The Breakfast
Club," will be shown at 7 and 10
p.m. Wednesday Oct. 23 at Morris
Dailey Auditorium. Admission is
$2.
Playwright Rebecca Engle
will hold a lecture at 3:30 p.m.
today in the Studio Theatre, Call
277-2763
LINES, a San Francisco-based
professional modern ballet company will perform at 8 p.m. Saturday and Sunday in the Dance Studio Theatre (SPX 219). Tickets are
$8 general, $6 students and are
available in the S.0 Business Office or at the door.
Prof. Bill Shaw of SJSU’s Philosophy Department will read a
paper on "Boycotting South Af-

Music
The University Orchestra presents its first concert at 8:15 tonight in the Concert Hall. Tickets
are $2 general, $1 students.

Art
The Union Gallery is exhibiting "New Talent." by Joel Krabs

The concert will cost the promoters $150,000 to $200,000 and 12,000 seats need to be sold for the organizers to break even. An
unnamed donor agreed to risk that
amount for the event, Thomas
said. The T-shirt vendor has agreed to donate 25 percent of his
gross proceeds to the cause.
The Rock Relief for Mexico
concert was postponed from Oct. 5,
because not enough seats were
sold. Thomas said that promotors
needed to sell 5,000 tickets to have
put the concert on on schedule.
Only 500 tickets were sold for the
original date

Art lectures whet the appetite
David Wenstrom
Students are used to pain. It
"ocomes from too many books, too
little sleep and long, wearisome
lectures. Pain seems to be a prerequisite to gain.
But not always.
The SJSU Department of Art
has managed to substitute pleasure for pain without compromising the element of education. Even
if you don’t like art, the "Humble
Artist Lecture Series" will probably whet your appetite.
"This lecture series is totally
painless," said Theta Belcher, director of Student Galleries. "The
lectures are short for one thing,
and when you walk out of the
room, there’s more things happening, sort of an intermission in progress, and lots of people to talk
to."
The lectures are also free.
Every Tuesday evening at 5,
until Dec. 10, visiting artists and
members of SJSU faculty will give
one-hour lectures in room 133 of
the Art Building on a variety of
topics from metal smithing to
Mayan temples. A reception will
follow each lecture, complete with
refreshments. During the receptions, patrons can sample art
works displayed in seven galleries
in the Art Building and meet the
artists who created them.
"Artists don’t necessarily
agree in their style or their presenBy

CALENDAR
rica" at 3:30 p.m. tomorrow an the
University Chapel.
Join the Turkish Folklore and
Tourism Club to learn folkloric
dances from 6 to 8 p.m. every Friday in the Women’s Gym.
Submit art, short stories,
poems and photos to Reed Magazine at Faculty Office 119 before
Nov. 1. Guidelines are posted on
the door.

CRS lends credibility to the
CASH efforts and helps direct aid
to the people who need it with a
minimum of red tape, Thomas
said. An escrow account has been
set up at Imperial Bank in San
Jose. Imperial Bank made a $1,000
donation to open the account.
The sponsors are hoping to
raise $400,000 for the Mexican
Earthquake Fund by having a sellout crowd at Spartan Stadium. The
goal is 40,000 rock fans for relief at
$15 a ticket in advance, now on sale
at BASS ticket outlets and San
Jose Box Office. Tickets will be
3(750 the day of the show

and the work of Garilyn Bruni
through Nov. 8. The Union Gallery
is open from 9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Monday through Friday, and 6 to 8
p.m. Wednesday through Thursday.
There will be a lecture by
Krabs and a reception for Bruni at
which some of his latest designs
will be modeled from 3:30 to 6:30
p.m. Wednesday Oct. 23 in the
Union Gallery.

Theater
"Homeland," a comedy about
race relations in South Africa and
the United States, will play at 8
p.m. Saturday at Morris Dailey
Auditorium. Purchase tickets at
the A.S. Business Office. Donation
are $6.

’This lecture series
is totally painless.’
Theta Belcher,
director of Student
Galleries
tation of their work," Belcher said.
"In one gallery there might be an
exhibit bound by realism and in
the next, something totally abstract.
"The artists can give you insights into their work which you
may not immediately recognize."
Seven lectures remain in the
11 -lecture "Humble Artist Lecture
Series." Most lectures will be in
conjunction with slides. Belcher
said.
On Oct. 22, SJSU Prof. Steve
French, a print maker and associate chair of the Fine Arts program, will discuss the latest art
trends in New York City.
"He’s flying somebody in from
New York with a set of slides so
new that even he hasn’t seen
them," Belcher said.
Erin Goodwin, a lecturer in
the art department, is scheduled to
discuss Mayan temple sites in Central America during her Nov. 5 lecture.
"For about eight years now,
I’ve been visiting the major archeological sites," Goodwin said,
Goodwin, a silk screener and

painter, has had her works displayed in the San Jose Museum of
Art.
The director of the San Jose
Museum of Art, John Olbrantz, is
scheduled to speak Nov. 19.
"I’ll probably present an encapsulated history of the San Jose
Museum of Art and move forward
to the new building program and
exhibitions that will be coming
up," Olbrantz said.
Olbrantz said the museum is
getting a 40,000-square-foot new
wing soon.
Also scheduled for the lecture
series: Art Prof. David Middlebrook is scheduled to present his
photographic works Nov. 12; Joel
Slayton, a lecturer in the art department and Music Prof. Allen
Strange are scheduled to lecture
on computor art Nov. 26.
Marilyn Desilva, a sculptor,
will finish the lecture series Dec. 3
with a talk on contemporary metal
work.
Scheduled for Dec. 10 is a "student potpourri," a gathering of art
work of SJSU students.
Following the lectures, refreshments will be provided by
the artists, Belcher said.
"Each exhibit always proves
to be individualistic and it’s very
reflective of the artist," Belcher
said. "The refreshments they
chose is also reflective of them.
We’ve had almost every refreshment you can imagine, everything
from cake to eggrolls, from soda to
wine,"

STUDY TIME

After all these weeks of school, you’re tired of studying. Well,
Bennigan’s in Santa Clara would like you to study some of our
stitnects:

Happy Hour all Week (M -Sun 4-7)
Champagne Brunch all Weekend (9-3)
Appetizing Menu
Irish Coffee to End the Night
Studying isn’t all that bad

. . at Bennigan’s

54#01,..8v

4150 Great America Parkway, Santa Clara
Across from Great America!
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’Music for Mexico’ aid concert rescheduled
By Laura Cronin
The "Music for Mexico Rock
Relief ’85" concert has a new date.
The Mexican Earthquake Fund
benefit is Saturday at Spartan Stadium (7th and Alma streets).
Country Joe MacDonald will host
the concert, scheduled to begin at
11 a.m. and end at 10 p.m. to raise
money for those left homeless because of the earthquake in Mexico.
Those who have offered their
services on behalf of the homeless
in Mexico are: Dave Mason, J. D.
Souther, Los Lobos, Elvin Bishop,
Greg Kihn, Ronnie Montrose, Jessie Colin Young and the Youngb-
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’Savage’ gentle in portrayal of teenage love
By Steve Pipe
He calls himself "Savage,"
and even uses the tag in the credits
of his first feature film, "Better off
Dead."
"There was a youth gang
called ’Savage Skulls,’ " ’Savage’
Steve Holland, 25, said. "They
would go to parties wearing jackets that said ’Savage Skulls.’ I
made one that said ’Savage Steve’
to see ill could get into one of their
parties. I got in, and afterwards,
people would come up to me and
say, ’Hey, ’Savage,’ how was the
party?’ The name kind of stuck."
Holland was in San Francisco
last week to promote "Better off
Dead," a teen comedy he wrote
and directed. Wearing Reebok
sneakers and blue jeans and sipping a Heineken in his hotel room.
Holland was relaxed and eager to
discuss his movie.
"I had the best time making
this film, and nothing went
wrong," Holland said. "It was like
getting to spend Christmas morning for 30 days. You have these
fears when you first go in. You’re
25, and you have this crew of 112 or
something, and you think everyone’s going to abuse you. But the
thing was, I was so organized that
no one could argue with me."
Did the film parallel any of
Holland’s experiences as a teen?
"I made Lane have a happy
ending. I had a miserable time (as
a teen)," Holland said. "My girlfriend really did dump me for a ski
jock, and I did meet a French girl
who kind of changed my life, but as
soon as things started getting
happy for Lane, that was the cut -

"Savage" Steve Holland, director of the movie "Better off Dead"
off point for my life," Holland
grinned.
He spent four years in the animation program at Cal Arts in Valencia; did animated spots for
TV’s "Entertainment Tonight" for
a year and a half; and directed
"My
11 -Year-Old
Birthday
Party," a short film that won first
prize as Best Short Film at the 1982
Seattle Film Festival. But was he
ready for the big leagues? Did Holland ever sense the Warner Bros.
executives were watching over his
shoulder?
"I was very free in making
this movie," Holland said. "I had a
limited budget, which had certain
limitations, but I had a producer
(Michael Jaffe) who was excellent, and watched every dime 1

spent and would let me know if I
was being ’Steve Cimino.’ I have a
two picture deal with Warner’s,
because they want to keep me
around there, they’ve given me everything."
Holland had a $4 million budget for "Better off Dead," brought
it in for $3.8 million and shot it in 29
days.
In Holland’s film, animation
plays a big part. Hamburgers
come to life, dancing and playing
guitars, and Lane’s drawings
trade insults with him.
"Animation is a pretty dead
art form these days, and I thought
it’d be great to bring it back," Holland said.
Jimmy Picker, an Academyaward winning animator, created

V Richard Haro

the boogieing hamburgers through
a process called "claymation,"
Holland said.
"He (Picker) actually took the
burgers and encased them in a
foam material," Holland revealed.
"He moved the burgers one
movement every 24 frames. Animation is 24 frames per second. It
took him three or four months to
just moves burger a little bit."
Holland wrapped up his second film, tentatively titled "My
Summer Vacation," just a week
before this interview.
"It had a budget of $10 million,
which I can’t believe," Holland
said. Due out next summer, the
film is another comedy that reteams Holland with Cusack, and
will again feature animation.

’Better off Dead’ an inventive teen movie
By Steve Pipe
Pity Lane Myer. His mother
makes dinners that squirm off his
plate. His little brother has a working death ray he got from a cereal
box coupon. His father is convinced Lane is taking drugs, and
Lane’s best friend snorts raspberry Jell-O. But all of this is the
least of his problems.
The girl of 16-year-old Lane’s
the girl
(John Cusack) dreams
whose photos cover every square
inch of his bedroom walls has
dumped him for a pretty -boy ski
jock. If Lane can’t conquer the
dreaded "K-12" slope and win
Beth (Amanda Wyss) back, he
knows he is better off dead.
"Better off Dead" is another
entry in the already-overflowing
teen comedy genre, and although
it makes its share of mistakes, it’s
a surprisingly brisk and gentle
film that stands head and shoulders over the usual "Porky’s" and
"Heaven Help Us" -type pabulum
Hollywood regularly dishes out.
"Better Off Dead" is the debut
feature film of 25-year-old Director "Savage" Steve Holland, and it
is, perhaps, everything a first
movie should be. It is marvelously
inventive and original, then slides

into utter predictability and repetition for the last half hour or so.
Let’s look at what works first.
Cusack ("The Sure Thing." I.
is one of the best natural young actors working today. As Lane, Cusack is a believable Every Teen,
alternately wide-eyed and wisecracking.
Director Holland has a strong
background in animation, and he
has put this seldom-seen art form
to good use. Lane’s doodlings in
the cafeteria come alive on his pad
in one scene, arguing with him
over the state of his love life. In another great scene, hamburgers
dance and fries swim in a pool of
oil to Van Helen’s "Everybody
Wants Some".
Lane’s budding relationship
with a pretty French exchange student across the street is, of course,
predictable, but it works, thanks to
one scene where they repair
Lane’s car to the tune of Howard
Jones’ song "Like to Get to Know
You Well." It’s a little moment,
but an effective one. Monique
(Diane Franklin) shows Lane how
to get his Camaro running again
and they both get greasy in the
process. A lot of directors would no
doubt have completed the scene

with them taking a shower logether, mistakenly thinking all
teens want to see some skin with
their popcorn. Credit Holland for
simply letting the scene quietly
play itself out, as Lane and Mon.
ique choose friendship first.
Now for the film’s problems.
There is a running gag
throughout "Better Off Dead" involving a demented paper boy out
to collect his $2 at any cost. I
laughed the first time the gag was
played; not very loud, mind you. 1
quit laughing the 12th time the kid
hounded Lane for a lousy two
bucks. Enough is enough, Savage!
Also, there is a recurring
scene with two Japanese guys who
always pull up alongside Lane’s
car at a stoplight for a race. That.
too, was mildly funny the first
time, but 57 times? A slight exaggeration, but you get the point the
first time.
These complaints aside, I recommend "Better off Dead" be
Holland’s gentler and more
humane scenes outweigh his lapses into "Porkyesque" filmmaking. It’s not a groundbreaking teen
film along the lines of "Risky Business" or "The Breakfast Club",
but it has a refreshing wit and

style all its own. And speaking of
"Porky’s,’’ look for Chuck Mitchell, the Porkster himself, as Lane’s
"Pighureer" boss.

Holland said he hopes "Better
off Dead" will stand out from all
the other teen comedies because of
his film’s "uniqueness."
"I’m hoping the imagination
of it will set it apart," Holland
said. "I want to throw you off. It’s
not a mean-spirited film. For the
most part, it’s really a little love
story."
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’Remo’ combines good acting and adventure
Corrupt official is the

’Wetherby’ depicts
bad side effects
of pent-up feelings
By Patricia Pane
Nuance, violence, sexuality, human compassion, loneliness and repression are elements
that
meld
into
"Wetherby," a new film written and directed by British
playwright David Hare.
Set in the Yorkshire village
of Wetherby, the film foregoes
ordinary episodic cinematic
style in relation to plot, character and emotional content. Instead, Hare uses three time periods the present, the recent
past and 1953 to allow the audience the luxury of thinking
while watching "Wetherby"
and to assemble the pieces of
the film’s puzzle.
A quiet young man named
John Morgan (Tim Mclnnerny
appears uninvited at a dinner
party given by schoolteacher
Jean Travers (Vanessa Redgravel. No one seems to mind:
everyone assumes he came
with someone else.
Table conversation reveals
little about the guests until Morgan laments that "People don’t
say what they mean," and that
he only knows "goodness and
anger, revenge: evil and desire."

target
of the hero’s exciting quest

Somewhere in Jean’s loneliness a spark is triggered.
Later in a flashback, Morgan
says to Jean, "The lonely recognize the lonely," and for an
instant the two experience an
unfulfilled human need for
touch and compassion.
The next day Morgan drops
by for a cup of tea and a chat,
then calmly pulls out a revolver
and blows his head off while
Jean watches in horror.
Morgan’s suicide is the device that dispatches the story
back to 1953, to a teenage Jean
(played by Redgrave’s daughter Joely Richardson), whose
love affair with a young airman
ends with his violent death in
Malaya.
Was the suicide an act of revenge? Or, was it, as the investigating police officer put it.
"the ultimate practical joke"?
It is Hare’s way of depicting that the bottling up feelings,
not communicating, can have
disastrous consequences.
As screenwriter and director, Hare takes great care in
telling his story. It is a slowly
paced, intelligent film with a
brooding quality.

Vanessa Redgrave plays a dedicated school teacher whose life is radically changed

’Silver Bullet’ misses the mark
By Eric Stan ion
Stephen King may be one of
the best authors of horror novels,
but he should stick to the typewriter and stay away from movies.
"Silver Bullet" is the ninth effort to transform King’s work from
paper to Celluloid. However, the
film fails to deliver the chills and
creativity necessary to make it
worthy of the price of popcorn.
"Silver Bullet" takes place in
the small, unsuspecting town of
Tarker’s Mill, where a werewolf
has suddenly decided to lop the
heads and arms off a number of its
residents.
While the town searches for a
crazed psycho, Marty (Corey
Hain), a young paraplegic discovers the truth. But guess what? No
one will believe him. After finally
convincing his overprotective sister Jane ( Megan Follows), they
have to find a grown-up who will
listen to them.
That’s where Uncle Red (Gary
Busey sporting a pot belly) comes
in. He’s a lovable alcoholic, three
times divorced, who builds a
souped-up wheelchair for Marty,
appropriately called the "Silver
Bullet." Red is an irresponsible
kid at heart who seems to be the
only person who understands
Marty.
After the kids convince Red

that their werewolf story is nothing to howl at, the film takes us
through some basic, "let’s hunt
down the werewolf" stuff that
leads to a terribly unclimactic ending.
"Silver Bullet" suffers from a
lack of imagination. Director Daniel Attias fails to convey the originality of such werewolf tales as
"An American Werewolf in London" and "The Howling." The film
delivers no interesting plot twists
for us to wade through and is instead as predictable as the swallows returning to Capistrano.
Regardless of the flaws in "Silver Bullet," King’s screenplay is
not all bad. The small-town dialogue of "Silver Bullet" is authentic and manages to bring the characters to life, while the film also
manages fleet moments of horror.
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task is to kill the corrupted official.
His motto becomes the eleventh
commandment. "Thou Shall Not
Get Away With It."
Williams needs help with his
mission. He meets his master, an
old Korean man, played by Joel
Grey ("Cabaret"). Chiun becomes
Williams mentor and friend.
Chiun incarnates the last living master of Sinanju. According
to Chiun, Sinanju is "the sun
source of the survival arts." This
mystic discipline is intended to
help shape Williams’ mind and
body into the only weapon that
leaves no trace. Grey is excellent
His great sense of humor is only
matched by his fascinating approach to looking at Americans
and the way they live. ("You
Americans call it fast food because
it speeds you to the grave.")
After thirty minutes of watching the movie, one might have a
feeling of deja vu. The story and
the script have been seen before.
Even the themes are familiar. The
government and the army are corrupted. But thank God there is a
hero, and with some extraordinary
means, he is going to change
things and make a better world.
The movie contains some of the ingredients used in most James
Bond movies and other adventure
movies, such as "Indiana Jones
and the Temple of Doom" and
"Raiders of the Lost Ark." Yet,
the combination is clever and has

Director Guy Hamilton gives instructions to Fred Ward for a fight scene
finesse. Most important, it has
quite a bit of action.
The movie is based on the 62book series "Destroyer" by Warren Murphy and Richard Sapir. As
for the adaptation on the screen,
the movie does its job and does it
well. It is adventure in the true
sense of the word and has awe-

some cinematography. The film
also offers a good sense of humor
and suspense.
The movie premiered last Friday and is playing in San Jose at
Meridian Quad, 4400 Stevens
Creek Blvd. and Oakridge Six, 913
Blossom Hill Road at Pearl.
Admission price range is from
84 to $5.

Lange keeps audience awake in ’Dreams’

When the residents of Tarker’s
Mill get in over their heads as they
take out after the killer, it’s like
vs.
the
R.F.D.
Mayberry
werewolf funny and sometimes
horrifying. The scene where several townspeople find themselves
alone in the woods in waist-high
fog with the creature crawling
around their knees, provides fleet
moments of terror. But it’s all too
brief.
"Silver Bullet" goes far beyond such King stinkers as "Children of the Corn" and "Christine,"
but it falls well short of his best efforts, "Cujo" and "The Dead one."
Moviegoers beware, "Silver
Bullet" shoots nothing but lead
blanks.
"Silver Bullet" is playing at
Century 23 ($3.30) and the Capitol
Drive-in ($4.23).

Your Host, Mizan, suggests:
Our boneless chicken and lamb cubes
marinated in spices and roasted in
underground circle oven served with
saffron -flavored hasmati rice.
OPEN 7 DAYS Lunch 11-2:30, Dinner 5-10
Sunday Buffet 11-2:30
2288 LINCOLN AVE. SAN JOSE (KIM RVAT1ONS ONI 1 978-7727

By Jack Tordjman
Get your favorite cherry cola,
a medium popcorn and have a
seat. Get ready. The movie begins
and so does the adventure. "Remo
Williams: The Adventure Begins"
is going to take you for a brilliant
and rather unpredictable ride in
the world of corruption, heroism
and wisdom. If you like action, adventure and breathless scenes,
you’re going to get your eyes and
ears worth.
The first scenes are rather
weird. A New York cop is attacked
by both the hoods and their victims. He plunges into the East
River and he appears to die. A few
days later, he wakes up in a hospital. He has a new face and a new
name Remo Williams. Furthermore, he has a special mission in
his new life.
He has been hired to work for
an agency of a different kind. Its
purpose is to discover and eventually eliminate a certain type of
criminal. His job is to find a highly
ranked government official who
succeeds in getting away with corruption and apparently seems to
succeed in challenging the judicial
system.
Williams, played by Fred
Ward (he was one of the astronauts in the "Right Stuff"), is now
into the groove. The real stuff, the
adventure, has begun. He’s just
gotten a new purpose in life, he is
the agency’s destroyer. William’s
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By Denver Lewellen
In "Sweet Dreams," the biographical story of country singer
Patsy Cline, Jessica Lange proves
her ability to carry a movie, almost by herself, one more time. As
in I982’s "Frances" and last year’s
"Country," this new movie relies
heavily on Lange’s ability to involve the audience,
Fortunately, this has never
been a problem. Lange has captured the raw sensual aura of Cline
and made good with it. Cline’s
short, sometimes joyous, often
frighteningly brutal life has been
handled with the respect that it deserves. The filmmakers have refused to let the role be glamorized,
as is too often the case in Hollywood biographies, though Lange’s
own distinctive beauty suffers.
But Cline was not a beautiful
woman. She rose to stardom on the
basis of her exceptional voice and
her ability to bounce back from
personal tragedy.
Though the overview of Cline’s
life is somewhat depressing she
died in an airplance crash at the
age of thirty "Sweet Dreams" is
not a depressing film. In stark contrast to "Frances," which recounted the tormented life of Hollywood screen star Frances
Farmer, "Sweet Dreams" is an on

often funny, always energetic
movie.
Ed Harris, stepping in from
smaller roles in ’Alamo Bay" and
"Under Fire," does a fine job as
Charlie Dick, Cline’s abusive but
loving military husband. There
isn’t, however, anything spectacular in his performance, but that’s
only because there isn’t room. Al
best, Dick was a simple man, a totaly misplaced country boy living
in a big, white house with a woman
whose character he never bargained for.
Cline’s mother, well acted by
Ann Wedgeworth, was perhaps the
sanest character around. Her continual presence adds much to the

FREE
WITH THIS
COUPON

film. The fact that she continued to traying, and she pulls all the stops
emotionally support both of them and plays Cline to the hilt.
in spite of their shortcoming was
TROpiCa SCOOpS
"All I’ve ever want to do is
probably the only reason that make things right," she screams
1578 BRAmkAm la.
things held together for as long as at her mother when her life seems
(room.. of BunkAra 6 Deer)
they did.
448-0300
to be coming apart.
The soundtrack is an added
bonus. Lange does a fine job of lipsyncing to original Patsy Cline recordings. If only one aspect of
SAN JOSE CIVIC LIGHT OPERA
Cline’s life must be certain, then it
would surely be that she had a
PRESENTS
wonderful voice.
"LIVE
MUSICAL
THEATRE
In spite of the films various
AT ITS BEST"
lags and unrealities, Lange’s performance holds the audiences attention.
She has once again gotten into
the skin of the character she is pew-
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* JACK MACK and The Heart Attack *
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